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Executive Summary
The Task Force to Study the Effect of Government Regulation on Small Businesses was
established in the First Regular Session of the 119th Legislature by Resolves 1999, chapter
74.
The Task Force included legislators as well as members representing the private sector,
businesses employing fewer than fifteen people, the public sector, and the Department of
Economic and Community Development. The Task Force was directed to:
•

Study the extent of government regulation on small business;

•

Develop an inventory of filings and permits required to start and continue operation of
a small business, including filings required for taxation, licenses pertaining to health
and safety compliance, licenses pertaining to pollution prevention and filings required
under state labor laws;

•

Examine the purposes of the inventoried filings and permits;

•

Determine whether the filings and permits are necessary to meet legislative intent or
federal regulations; and

•

Examine areas in which there is duplication of federal and state filing requirements.

For purposes of the Task Force, “small business” was defined in the Resolve to mean
businesses employing 15 or fewer employees.
The Task Force was convened on September 28, 1999 and met four times. The Task
Force makes the following recommendations:
1.
The Task Force recommends that the Governor issue an Executive Order
requiring each agency to conduct an internal evaluation wherein the agency (1)
identifies rules, policies and procedures affecting small businesses; (2) determines
how it can simplify and reduce those rules, policies and procedures; and (3) submits
a report of the evaluation to the Governor and the Joint Standing Committee on
Business and Economic Development by October 16, 2000, and every two years
thereafter.
2.
The Task Force recommends that the Governor issue an Executive Order
requiring each agency to: (1) identify the licenses and permits the agency requires
small businesses to obtain in order to operate in Maine; (2) identify ways to
eliminate or consolidate the required licenses and permits, where feasible; and (3)
submit an evaluation report of these findings by October 16, 2000 to the Governor.

i

3.
The Task Force recommends that agencies develop and implement a plan to
solicit suggestions from the small businesses they regulate on ways to simplify that
regulatory process, utilizing guidelines developed by the Department of Economic
and Community Development.
4.
The Task Force recommends that the One-Stop Business License Center
within the Department of Economic and Community Development increase the
accessibility of the Center’s resources to small business owners by providing remote
access to the licensing and permit data during non-business hours.
5.
The Task Force recommends that the statutory provisions of the Government
Evaluation Act be amended to include a requirement that each agency under
review: (a) compare relevant federal legislation and regulations to the agency’s state
governing statutes and rules; and (b) identify how the agency works with other state
and federal agencies to coordinate services and eliminate redundant requirements.
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I.

INTRODUCTION
A.

Enabling Legislation

The Task Force to Study the Effect of Government Regulation on Small Businesses was
established in the First Regular Session of the 119th Legislature by Resolves 1999, chapter 74.
Chapter 74 was enacted by the Legislature and became effective June 17, 1999. A copy of the
Resolve is attached as Appendix A.
B.

Membership

The Task Force consisted of 9 members as follows:
•

Four members appointed by the President of the Senate, including:
• one Senator,
• one member representing the private sector,
• one member representing a business employing fewer than 15 people, and
• one member from the Joint Standing Committee on Business and Economic
Development;

•

Four members appointed by the Speaker of the House including:
• one member of the House of Representatives,
• one member representing the public sector,
• one member representing a business employing fewer than 15 people, and
• one member from the Joint Standing Committee on Business and Economic
Development; and

•

The Commissioner of Economic and Community Development or the commissioner’s
designee.

The Task Force’s enabling legislation provided that the first named Senator be the Senate
chair and the first named House member be the House chair of the Task Force. Senator Lloyd
LaFountain was the Senate chair. Representative Douglas Ahearne was the House chair. A list
of Task Force members is included as Appendix B.
C.

Charge to the Task Force

The charge to the Task Force was specified in the enabling legislation. The Task Force
was charged with the following:
1.

Studying the extent of government regulation on small business;

2.
Developing an inventory of filings and permits required to start and continue
operation of a small business, including filings required for taxation, licenses pertaining to
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health and safety compliance, licenses pertaining to pollution prevention and filings
required under state labor laws;
3.

Examining the purposes of the inventoried filings and permits;

4.
Determining whether the filings and permits are necessary to meet legislative intent
or federal regulations; and
5.
Examining areas in which there is duplication of federal and state filing
requirements.
For purposes of the Task Force, “small business” was defined in the Resolve to mean
businesses employing 15 or fewer employees.

II.

TASK FORCE PROCESS
A.

Scope and Focus of Task Force Meetings

The legislation that created the Task Force became effective on June 17, 1999. The Task
Force was convened on September 28, 1999. In addition to this first meeting, the Task Force
held three other meetings. These meetings were held on October 19, 1999, November 10, 1999
and December 1, 1999.
The first three meetings of the Task Force focused on fact finding and information
gathering in the areas of government regulations and their effects on small businesses in Maine.
Several parties were invited to present information to the Task Force. These included
representatives of the National Federation of Independent Business (NFIB), Maine Chamber and
Business Alliance, Maine Restaurant Association, Maine Merchants Association, Maine
Department of Economic and Community Development (DECD), Department of Human Services
- Division of Support Enforcement and Recovery (DHS), and the Bureau of Banking Securities
Division. The following is a summary of the various issues presented and discussed by the Task
Force.
•

At the request of Task Force members, the NFIB presented the Task Force with a
summary of NFIB members’ comments on state government regulation and
paperwork issues. While the comments expressed a broad range of concerns, the
predominant theme was that small business owners are overwhelmed by the
amount of paperwork they are required to submit and by the regulations that they
are required to comply with. NFIB also presented information to the Task Force
regarding the Maine New Hire Reporting law (19-A M.R.S.A. § 2154) and the
various reporting time frames in other states. The information presented by NFIB
discussed how Maine law requires employers to report new hires within seven
days, and how this differs from most states (except for Alabama) and from the
federal requirement. The frequency of reporting new hires results in increased
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paperwork and compliance costs for small business owners. The new hire issue is
a major complaint of small business owners. NFIB made recommendations as to
how the Task Force could address the issue. The memos submitted by NFIB are
included as Appendices C (member comments) and D (new hire information,
and final recommendations).
•

The DHS, Division of Support Enforcement and Recovery, was requested by the
Task Force to present information on Maine New Hire Reporting law. The
Director of the Division provided the Task Force with the background on Maine
New Hire Reporting law, and the financial benefits that Maine receives by having
a seven day reporting time frame.

•

The Maine Chamber and Business Alliance stated that their members’ complaints
were primarily related to insurance and tobacco issues, and were outside of the
scope of this Task Force. The Maine Merchants Association stated that their
members had similar complaints.

•

At the request of Task Force members, the DECD provided information on the
background of its One-Stop Licensing Center and the services provided. The
Center is currently exploring how to expand its services to more small business
owners. Task Force members discussed the feasibility of informing small
business owners of new laws that may affect them through the One-Stop Center or
through various other state agencies. The members also discussed whether or not
DECD should be encouraged to put the One-Stop’s data resources on the Internet
for increased accessibility to small business owners. DECD provided the Task
Force members with the Business Answers pamphlet (Appendix E), a summary of
company tax filings and deposit requirements (Appendix F), labor filing
requirements (Appendix G), and business licensing information for five sample
businesses (Appendix H).

•

The Task Force members requested that information be provided from the
Department of Professional and Financial Regulation, Bureau of Banking,
regarding Maine Securities laws, to address concerns relating to small business
owner investments. The Bureau of Banking provided the members with
background information on state and federal securities laws, as well as a
description of its outreach program and how information is disseminated to small
business organizations and small business conferences. The Bureau of Banking’s
pamphlets Capitalizing Your Business with SCOR, as well as So, You Want to Go
Public are included as Appendices I and J, respectively.

•

The Department of Environmental Protection’s Small Business Assistance
Program provided a summary of various environmental licenses necessary for
different types of businesses, as well as a brief description of the DEP’s outreach
programs to small businesses. The DEP’s Environmental Compliance Guide for
Small Businesses is included as Appendix K.
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•

The Task Force requested information on how to minimize required paperwork
and filing time between the IRS and Maine Revenue Services for small business
owners. Task Force Staff provided members with the Maine Revenue Services
STAWRS Project Report (Simplified Tax and Wage Reporting System). STAWRS
is a joint effort among the Department of Labor, Department of the Treasury, the
IRS, the Small Business Administration, the Social Security Administration and
various states to decrease the tax and wage reporting burden of employers by
improving the reporting process. The goals of STAWRS are to: (1) provide timely
and accurate tax information to employers; (2) decrease the number of tax and
wage related forms that employers must file; (3) provide employers more
opportunities to file tax and wage related forms electronically, (4) simplify
federal and state tax employment laws; (5) provide employers with the
opportunity to file employment-related returns to one location; (6) increase
voluntary compliance; and (7) support federal and state electronic tax strategies.
A summary of the status of Maine’s progress in simplifying the reporting process
as well as the future of STAWRS is summarized in the Maine Revenue Services
STAWRS Project Report included as Appendix L.

•

At the Task Force’s request, the Maine Secretary of State provided a presentation
on InforME, a public/private system of delivery of government services and
information to citizens and businesses via Internet technology. Services provided
online to small businesses by InforME were discussed. The Secretary of State’s
Office provided the Task Force with two pamplets, The Basics to Incorporating in
Maine and The Maine Marks Guide, that are included as Appendices M and N,
respectively.

Portions of the third meeting and the fourth meeting focused on formulating
recommendations and reviewing a draft of the final report. Meeting summaries are included as
Appendix O.
B.

Report and Legislation

Resolve 1999, chapter 74 established December 15, 1999 as the reporting date of the Task
Force to the Joint Standing Committee on Business and Economic Development. The Joint
Standing Committee on Business and Economic Development is authorized pursuant to Resolve
1999, chapter 74 to report out a bill during the Second Regular Session of the 119th Legislature
concerning the findings and recommendations of the Task Force.

III.

SMALL BUSINESSES IN MAINE
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According to the Maine Department of Labor, as of March of 1998 the number of private
sector employers (excluding government) in Maine was 39,336. Almost 61 percent of private
sector employers had a total of 4 or less employees. Almost 90 percent of these businesses
employed 19 or fewer employees. Please refer to Table 1.
As of March of 1998, the total number of employees in private sector employment in
Maine was 442,241. Thirty-one and a half percent of the total number of employees in Maine
were employed by private sector employers with 19 or fewer employees. Please refer to Table 2.
Table 1: Number of Private Sector Employers in Maine Based on Number of Employees
Number of Private Sector
Employers (excluding
government)
23,906
7,191
4,207
2,503
887
480
102
45
15

Number of Persons Employed

4 or Less
5-9
10-19
20-49
50-99
100-249
250-499
500-999
1000 and Over

Percent of Total Private Sector
Employers (excluding
government)
60.77%
18.28%
10.70%
6.36%
2.25%
1.22%
.26%
.11%
.04%

Total number of private employers=39,336
Source: Table 7B (Covered Private Employers by Size by Industry, Maine Employment Statistical Handbook, Maine
Department of Labor, March 1998)

Table 2: Number of Private Sector Employees in Maine Based on Size of Business
Number of Private Sector
Employees
(excluding government)
35,409
47,519
56,237
75,083
60,534
70,279
35,474
31,129
30,577

Size of Business
(# of Employees)
4 or Less
5-9
10-19
20-49
50-99
100-249
250-499
500-999
1000 and Over

Percent of Total Private Sector
Employees
(excluding government)
8.01%
10.75%
12.72%
16.98%
13.69%
15.89%
8.02%
7.04%
6.91%

Total number of private sector employees=442,241
Source: Table 7A (Covered Private Employment by Size by Industry, Maine Employment Statistical Handbook, Maine
Department of Labor, March 1998)
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IV.

DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The Task Force to Study the Effect of Government Regulation on Small Businesses makes
the following findings and recommendations:
1. Agency Simplification of Rules and Procedures
•

Findings and Discussion
The Task Force finds that agency rules, policies and procedures should be based
on sound scientific and economic information and be consistent with the
requirements of law. However, rules, policies and procedures should, whenever
feasible, be developed in such a way as to be readily understood by most small
business owners. Additionally, the Task Force finds that small business owners
have limited time and money to spend on gathering information and on completing
complex, often duplicate, forms to comply with license and reporting requirements.
The Task Force further finds that small businesses would benefit if each agency
was required to conduct an internal evaluation that includes a review of its rules,
policies and procedures affecting small businesses to ensure that: (a) they are
clearly written so requirements and objectives are easily understood by those
persons affected by them; (b) they are necessary, and do not duplicate or exceed
existing federal or state statutes unless required by law; and (c) requests for
information to small business owners by an agency are targeted only to businesses
from whom the information is needed, avoiding broad requests for information.
Furthermore, requests for information should clearly indicate what the information
is being collected for and whether a response from the small business owner is
required.

•

Recommendation
The Task Force recommends that the Governor issue an Executive Order
requiring each agency to conduct an internal evaluation wherein the agency
(1) identifies rules, policies and procedures affecting small businesses; (2)
determines how it can simplify and reduce those rules, policies and
procedures; and (3) submits a report of the evaluation to the Governor and
the Joint Standing Committee on Business and Economic Development by
October 16, 2000, and every two years thereafter.

2. Agency Identification of Required Licenses and Permits
•

Findings and Discussion
The Task Force finds that small business owners strongly oppose the large number
of licenses and permits needed to operate a business. By way of example, the
Business Answers Licensing Information at the Department of Economic and
Community Development reported that at least 17 licenses and permits may be
required by state agencies to operate a grocery/convenience store. Several of
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those 17 licenses and permits are issued by the same agency. Additionally, the
Task Force was presented with a list of concerns from a small business owner
itemizing the large number of necessary licenses and inspections he was required to
have in order to successfully operate his small convenience store. (Please see
Appendix H for the itemized list provided by DECD regarding the licenses
necessary for operation of a grocery/convenience store and for a copy of the small
business owner's concerns.) The Task Force finds that some small businesses are
required to obtain an excessive number of licenses and permits in order to operate
in Maine. Thus, the Task Force finds that each agency should be required to
develop a list that identifies all licenses and permits required by small businesses
and to identify ways to eliminate and/or consolidate them.
•

Recommendation
The Task Force recommends that the Governor issue an Executive Order
requiring each agency to: (1) identify the licenses and permits the agency
requires small businesses to obtain in order to operate in Maine; (2) identify
ways to eliminate or consolidate the required licenses and permits, where
feasible; and (3) submit an evaluation report of these findings by October 16,
2000 to the Governor.

3. Suggestions from Small Businesses for Regulatory Improvement
•

Findings and Discussion
The Task Force was provided information by NFIB on the New York State
Governor’s Office of Regulatory Reform’s (GORR), which has made significant
progress in the area of reducing unnecessarily complex regulations and permit
requirements since 1995. The Task Force recognizes that one reason for the
success of GORR was the high level of input from the public and regulated
community. (Further information on GORR and New York State’s progress on
permit and regulatory reform may be accessed through their website:
www.gorr.state.ny.us/gorr/.)
The Task Force finds that workable solutions to address small business concerns
often come from the people who are being regulated. The Task Force further finds
that regulatory issues should be addressed through collaborative efforts that bring
together agency expertise and the practical know-how and common sense of
business owners. The Task Force believes that the best way to bring about this
collaboration is to encourage agencies to solicit suggestions on a regular basis
from the small businesses they regulate. As an example, small business owners on
the Task Force supported NFIB’s suggestion regarding the need for further
evaluation of the new hire reporting requirement. Other Task Force members
supported this suggestion.
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The Task Force finds that there should be uniformity in the way agencies collect
suggestions and comments. The Task Force further finds that the Department of
Economic and Community Development is the appropriate agency to develop
guidelines for agencies to follow in order to effectively collect suggestions and
comments submitted by small business owners. A potential model for this process
is the New York State’s GORR “What’s Driving You Nuts?” form (submitted as
Appendix P).
•

Recommendation
The Task Force recommends that agencies develop and implement a plan to
solicit suggestions from the small businesses they regulate on ways to simplify
that regulatory process, utilizing guidelines developed by the Department of
Economic and Community Development.

4. Increasing Accessibility to the One-Stop Business License Center
•

Findings and Discussion
The Department of Economic and Community Development (pursuant to 5
M.R.S.A section 13063, a copy of which is included as Appendix Q) is required
to operate a program whereby a person can obtain comprehensive information on
all permits needed to operate a business in Maine. That service is the One-Stop
Business License Center within the Department of Economic and Community
Development. The One-Stop Center is a central clearinghouse for state regulatory
information. The goal of the One-Stop Center is to help business owners identify
the licenses and permits they will need to start or expand a business in Maine.
In Maine, over 270 different business activities require state licenses or permits.
Those licenses and permits are issued by 41 state agencies that are located in 10
different state departments. The One-Stop Center was created to be a central
resource to help business owners identify licenses or coordinate the application
process.
Currently, there are 2 staff positions that are available Monday through Friday
from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. to provide licensing and permit assistance to business
owners. The One-Stop Center receives approximately 40-50 inquiries each day.
The Task Force finds that small business owners should be able to conveniently
access the Center’s data. Thus, the Task Force finds that the Center should place
business permit and license information on-line and provide remote access to the
licensing and permit data to enable business owners to access the data when the
office is closed. (The Task Force notes that this approach is being explored
through linkage with Maine Business Works, a business assistance inter/intranet
system.) Additionally, the One-Stop Center should undertake an evaluation to
determine whether the program’s staffing and technical support are commensurate
with the demands for information.
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•

Recommendation
The Task Force recommends that the One-Stop Business License Center
within the Department of Economic and Community Development increase
the accessibility of the Center’s resources to small business owners by
providing remote access to the licensing and permit data during non-business
hours.

5. Proposed Amendment to the Government Evaluation Act
•

Findings and Discussion
The Government Evaluation Act (3 M.R.S.A., sections 951-963) is a system for
the periodic legislative review of the executive branch agencies and independent
agencies of state government to evaluate their efficacy and performance. The
Government Evaluation Act generally applies to agencies and independent
agencies that either receive money from the General Fund or that are established,
created or incorporated by statute. The Government Evaluation Act replaced the
functions of the former Legislative Audit and Program Review Committee that
was eliminated in 1994. Each agency scheduled for review must prepare and
submit a program evaluation report to the committee of jurisdiction within the
Legislature. The statutory specifications for a program evaluation report are
included in 3 M.R.S.A. § 956 (2), which is included as Appendix R.
The Task Force finds that one of the most commonly cited complaints by small
business owners is duplicative federal and state regulations. Often the regulations
vary with slightly different information to be supplied by the small business owner.
Duplicative efforts require a considerable amount of time and money on the part of
small business owners. The Task Force’s recommended amendment to the
Government Evaluation Act is an attempt to eliminate some of this duplication by
providing a process to identify areas where coordination of services is feasible.
Suggested implementing legislation is included as Appendix S.

•

Recommendation
The Task Force recommends that the statutory provisions of the Government
Evaluation Act be amended to include a requirement that each agency under
review:
(a)
compare relevant federal legislation and regulations to the
agency’s state governing statutes and rules; and
(b)
identify how the agency works with other state and federal
agencies to coordinate services and eliminate redundant requirements.
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APPENDIX A

1\.PPROVED

JUN 17 '99
aJ: GOY.C:RNO!

CHAPTER

74
RESOLVES

STATE OF MAINE

IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD
NINETEEN HUNDRED AND NINETY -NINE

H.P. 99 - L.D. 112
Resolve, to Study Current Regulations Imposed on Small
Businesses to Require Greater Efficiency
Emergency preamble. Whereas, Acts and resolves of the Legislature
do not become effective until 90 days after adjournment unless
enacted as emergencies; and
Whereas, study of the regulation of small businesses
is
important to determining the appropriate level of regulation; and
Whereas, in the judgment of the Legislature, these facts
create an emergency within the meaning of the Constitution of
Maine and require the following
legislation as
immediately
necessary for, the preservation of the public peace, health and
safety; now, therefore, be it
Sec. 1. Task force established. Resolved: That the Task Force to Study
the Effect of Government Regulation on Small Businesses, referred
to in this resolve as the "task force," is established.
For the
purposes of this task force,
"small businesses" means those
businesses ~mploying 15 or fewer employees; and be it further
Sec. 2. Task force membership. Resolved: That the task force consists
of 9 members.
The President of the Senate shall appoint ~
members, to include one Senator, one member representing the
private sector,
one member representing a business emp1oyin;
fewer
than
15
people
and
one
member
from
t:t':e

1-0403(5)

Joint Standing Committee on Business and Economic Development.
The Speaker of the House shall appoint 4 members, to include one
member of the House of Representatives, one member representing
the public sector, one member representing a business employing
fewer than 15 people and one member from the Joint Standing
Committee on Business and Economic Development.
The first named
Senator is the Senate chair.
The first named House member is the
House
chair.
The
Commissioner
of
Economic
and
Comr:mnity
Development or the commissioner's designee must be a member of
the task force; and be it further

Sec. 3. Appointments; meetings. Resolved: That all appointments must
be made no later than 30 days following the effective date of
this
resolve.
The appointing
authorities
shall
notify
the
Executive Director of the Legislative Council once the selections
have bee~ made.
Within 15 days after appointment of all members,
the ',chairs shall call and convene the first meeting of the task
force; and be it further
Sec. 4. Duties. Resolved:
That the task force shall study the
.extent of regulation on small business and shall develop an
inventory of filings and permits required to start and continue
operation of a small business.
The inventory must include, but
is
not limited to,
filings
required for
taxation,
licenses
pertaining to health and safety compliance, licenses pertaining
to pollution prevention and filings required under state labor
laws.
The task force is not required to undertake as part of the
study an analysis of required professional licenses.
The ·task
force shall examine the purposes of the inventoried filings and
permits, determine whether the filings and permits are necessary
to meet legislative intent or federal regulations and examine
areas in which there is duplication of federal and state filing
requirements.
For rules,
licenses and permits that the task
force determines are necessary to meet legislative intent or
federal regulations, the task force shall review the permit,
application and filing systems, including the One Stop License
and Fermi t Center, to ensure that the systems are user-friendly
and operating efficiently and shall make recommendations for
improvements in the systems in its ·report to the Joint Standing
Committee on Business and Economic Development.
If the task
force determines that certain rules, licenses and perrr.its a=e n~t
necessary to meet legislative intent or federal regulations, ths
task force shall submit necessary enabling legislation fc: ths
elimination of those rules, licenses or perDits; and be it f~:ther
Sec. 5. Staff assistance. Resolved:
staffing assistance from the
further

That the task force may :ss_ues::
Legislative Council;
and be ~~

2-0403(5)

Sec. 6. Expenses. Resolved:
That the legislative members of the
task force receive legislative per diem, as defined in the Maine
Revised Statutes, Title 3, section 2, for each day's attendance
at task force hearings, and other members of the task force not
otherwise reimbursed by their employer or other entity are
entitled to receive reimbursement for reasonable expenses for
each day's attendance at task force hearings; and be it further
Sec. 7. Report. Resolved:
That no later than December 15, 1999,
the task force spall submit its
report,
together with any
recommendations for legislation, to the Joint Standing Committee
on
Business
and
Economic
Development.
The Joint
Standing
Cornmi ttee on Business and Economic Development is authorized to
report out a bill during the Second Regular Session of the 119th
Legislature concerning the findings and recommendations of the
task force.
·
.

~I

I

If the task force requires an extension of the
deadline, it may apply to the Legislative Council,
grant the extension.

Emergency clause.
In view of the emergency
preamble, this resolve takes effect when approved.

3-0403(5)

reporting
may

whi~h

cited

in

the
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TASK FORCE TO STUDY CURRENT REGULATIONS IMPOSED ON Sl\lALL
BUSINESSES TO REQUIRE GREATER EFFICIENCY
Chapter 7.t, Reso!Yes of 1999
Emergency

Membership 1999

Appointments by the President
Senator Lloyd P. LaFountain III, Chair
PO Box 583
Biddeford, Maine O-l005
Tel: 283-8529
Senator Bruce r-..!acKinnon
23 Turner Street
Springvale, Maine O-W83
Tel: 324-0675
Chris Krauss
PO Box 265
E. Wilton, Maine 0-1234
Lori Howell, Vice President
Spinney Creek Shellfish
2 Howell Lane
PO Box 310
Eliot, Maine 03903

Representing Private Sector

Representing Business Employing.
Fewer than 15 People

Appointments by the Speaker
Representative Douglas J. Ahearne, Chair
58 l5 1h Avenue
Madawaska, Maine 04756
Tel: 728-6030
Representative Harold A. Clough
5 Ottav.·a \Voods Ro:~d
Scarborough, ?\laine 04074
Tel: 839-4696
Charles F. Davis
16 Alora Drive
Topsham, Maine 04086

Representing Private Sector

Mark Kierstad
Global Protein Products
97A Western Avenue
Waterville, Maine 04901

Representing Business Employing
Fewer than 15 People

Ex Officio

Dora Dostie, Business Information Specialist
Department of Economic and Community Development
59 State House Station
Augusta, Maine 04333
Tel: 287-2656

Department of Economic and Community
Development- Commissioner's Designee

Staff: Susan Johannesman, Office of Policy and Legal Analysis
287-1670
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APPENDIXC

NFIB
NFmMaine

The Voice of
Small Business

10-15-99
To:

Members, Task Force to Study Government Regulation on Small Business

From:

David Clough

Re:

NFIB MEMBER COMMENTS

!
A request was made at the last Task Force meeting for any recent comments from NFID members on state
government regulation and paperwork issues. Of the several hundreds of 1999 survey returns, about 100 contain
comments on a variety of issues, including comments on regulation and paperwork.
New Gloucester ''new law requiring gas servicemen
(propane) to be licensed but
enforcement and test is very weak for
service requirements"
Sabattus

"liquor enforcement"

Greenville

''because oftaxation, if it weren't for
my love oft.he physical Maine, I'd be
doing business from New Hampshire.
Fortunately, 90% of my business is
out-of-sate through mail order"

Northeast Harbr "gov't reg. in our case as in others the
rules are based not on science but on
political clout. Our chemicals are
regulated to a couple parts per million
but you can buy the same chemicals in
stores for home use"
Rockland

''reduce or eliminate all agencies"

Lincolnville ·

"Maine Pesticide Control Board"

Farmington

"Bureau of Alcohol & Tobacco"

Portland

"the burden placed on small businesses
cannot be specifically attributed to state
regulation, but it is rather a
combination of federal, state, and local
regulations which cumulatively
overwhelm the small business person"

Portland

''paperwork too much, especially
payroll, sales tax ... there's just too
much: monthly taxes, employee payroll
stuff; it's overwhelming, hard to keep
up with ... being self-employed &
trying to run a business is intrinsically
hard enough, never mind all 'the extra
stuff, like paperwork, taxes, etc."

Portland

"license boards"

Bangor

"I am an attorney ... the securities law
is a big impediment to my clients ...
also the changing environmental regs."

Rockland

"outdated rules .:. abandoned car regs"

Rockland

"PUC not controlling rising costs of
utilities to businesses ... electricity,
telephone, & water are too high in
terms of national averages ... PUC
allows excessive charges of private
water protection hookups (sprinklers)
without justification ... these are
known as standby charges"

Union

''rules are enforced only for those of us
following the rules; i.e., professional
licensing ... there is no effort to find &
prosecute those operating without a
license (plumbers, electricians, oil
burner & gas techs)

National Federation of Independent Business
P.O. Box 796 • S. Freeport, ME 04078-0796 • 207-846-5776 • Fax 207-84&-6067
E-Mail: David.Clough®NFIB.ORG
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The Voice of

Small Bwinc:$s

NFIB Maine

Octobc:t" 18, 1999
To:

Members, Task Force to Study Government Regulation on Small Business

From:

David Clough

Re:

NEW HIRE REPORTING LAW

i
At the last meeting of the Task Force I mentioned that Maine's New Hire Reporting law imposes an tmdue
paperwork burden compared to New Hire Reporting laws in other states. Here is information requested that
illustrates my point.
REPORTING TlME FRAME
7Davs
Alabama
MAINE

10-1§ Da~

~0 DaYl!

Georgia (10 days)
Hawaii (12-16 days)
Iowa (15 days)
Massachusetts (14 days)
• Mississippi (1.5 days)
Rhode Island (14 days)
West Virginia (14 days)

Alaska
California
Delaware
lllinois
Kentucky
Michigan
Montana
New Hampshire
New York

23-3 7 reports/year

Arkansas
Connecticut
Idaho

Kansas
Maryland

Minnesota

Missouri

Nebraska

Newda
NewMexioo
North Dakota
Oregoo
South Dakota
Utah
Washington

New Jersey

Petinsylvania

North Carolina
Oklahoma
South Carolina

Tennessee

Texas

Vermont
Wisconsin

Vrrginia
Wyoming

Ohio

52 reports/year

Arizona
Colorado
Florida
Indiana
Louisiana

15 reports/year

Federal law requires employers to report new hire information within 20 days of the date of hire. (Employers that
report electronically- usually larger employers- must file at least twice a month; i.e., up to 26 times a year.)
The data required in New Hire Reports varies. Federal law requires W-4 data at a minimum. A little more than
one half the statC'l (27) require W-4 data only. Maine is part of the remaining group (23) that require additional
information. The amount of additional information ranges from very little (e.g., Maine) to quite a bit.
Penalty provisions in the Maine law are differ from the federal requirements of$25 per violation (and $SOO if the
failure to report is a conspiracy between the employer and employee). Maine law provides for a writtc:n warning
for the first violatioo and a penalty up to $200 per month for subsequent violations. It appears that penalty
provisions fur tint offenses in Maine are equivalent to many states, but the penalties are more severe in Maine for
subsequent violations, based on July 15, 1997 information form the U.S. Office of Child Support Enforcement.

LWifJ$'ll~\~lfi

National Federation of Independent Business
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NFIB
The Voice of

NFffiMaine

Small Business

November 29, 1999
To:

Members, Task Force to Study Current Regulations on Small Business and to Require Greater Efficiency

From:

David R. Clough, State Director, Maine

Re:

FINAL REPORT & RECOMMENDATIONS

A schedule conflict may prevent me from attending the Task Force meeting on Wednesday; however, I am
writing to provide you with some additional comments regarding your fmal report. (A corrected copy of my
November 10 memo is attached for background reference.)
•

''New Hire" reporting issue- Maine's overly stringent reporting frequency is not warranted
compared to that of some 41 other states; however, rather than urge you recommend a change at
this point, I respectfully recommend that your final report note the comparative difference in
Maine's reporting requirement, the potential paperwork and compliance costs this may impose
on small employers, and call upon employer groups to work with the Department of Human
Services on ways to reduce compliance costs, including conforming the reporting period with
prevailing national standards.

•

Forms, reports, licenses, and permits -No one seems to know how much State Govenunent does
require of a small business;, and it is very difficult to get a good handle on this. However, I
recommend that your final report include proposed legislation, or request for an Executive
Order, requiring state agencies to annually file with the Secretary of State a listing of their
forms, reports, licenses and permits and the frequency with which these filled out or renewed

•

"What's Driving You Nuts" one-page form and annual report.

•

Comprehensive on-line licence & permit information- Dora Dostie mentioned there may be
some technical hurdles. Therefore, I recommend that your final report urge the Department of
Economic & Community Development make on-line access to this information a priority over the
next I-3 years.

•

New laws information - Several agencies already provide useful reports on new laws within their
jurisdiction. In addition, the Office of Policy & Legal Analysis complies an excellent committeeby-committee (excepting the Appropriations and Taxation Committees) report on legislation. I
recommend the Secretary of State (or the State's website committee) create a easily accessible
web page that provides hot links to agency write-ups and the OPLA summaries. If one wished to
go further, OPLA may have the capacity, since the information already is contained in word
processing documents, to issue a subject-by-subject report on bills enacted into law.

Once again, on behalf ofNFIB's more than 6,000 small business members in Maine, my thanks to Task
Force members their efforts on this important issue area and the opportunity to have some input.
Best wishes for Happy Holidays and a terrific New Year.

National Federation of Independent Business
P.O. l3ox 796 • S. Freeport, ME 04078-0796 • 207-846-5776 • Fax 207-846-6o67
E-Mail: David.Clough®NFil3.0RG
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operating a business
~c ... .,r•.- . , when dealing with the
to have questions and
Answers - to answer
business grow.
BUSINESS ANSWERS:-YOUR
CENTRALIZED

INFORMATION

SOURCE.

Our knowledge and expertise cover a broad range of
business issues, and we can provide you with assistance in
most areas of starting and operating a business in Maine.
Just call. We'll put our experience to work for you. We
can also help you with information about federal and
state programs and requirements and about business
assistance services that may be available at the local and
regional level.
If we can't answer your questions right away,

challenge. Business Answers is at your service again
with our One-Stop Business Licensing Center. When
you call, tell us what type of business you're starting
and we'll provide you with the required license
applications. In addition, our new Small Business
Advocate service will offer assistance in resolving
issues in the regulatory process.
SEND FOR THE GUIDE: GET YOUR
ANSWERS IN WRITING.

Our publication, A Guide to Doing Business in
M.aine, answers the most commonly asked business
questions and provides valuable step-by-step information
on doing business in Maine. This desk-top business
guide is available for just $4.00. There's also our
$4.00 business start-up·kit which includes the Guide
along with the necessary state and federal forms and
publications you need to get started.
So, before you get started in business in Maine, get
off to a great start by calling Business Answers. We're
here in person Monday through Friday 9:00 a.m. to 4:00
p.m. After hours, just leave a message and we'll return
your call the very next business day.

ONE-STOP BUSINESS

LICENSING.

Depending on your type of business, this business
of rules, regulations, permits and licenses can be a

QUESTIONS, WE'VE GOT
BUSINESS ANSWERS.

YES

I would like more information.
Please send me (check one):

Q A Guide to Doing Business in Maine or

0

The complete Business Start-Up Kit, which includes
A Guide to Doing Business in Maine.

My check for $4.00 made payable to the Treasurer, State of
Maine, is enclosed.
Per state law, all checks returned for insufficient funds will be
charged a $20.00 transaction fee.
Name ____________________________________
Address -----------------------------City---------------State - - - - - - - - - Z i p _______
Telephone - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - E-mail - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - The Guide and Kit cannot be ordered by phone.

we'll do the research and get back to you within 48
hours or put you in touch with the people who can.
And although we're unable to provide legal counsel,
we can refer you to the qualified business counseling
or guidance programs offered throughout the state.

IF YOU'VE GOT BUSINESS

Mail your check to:

t -.SOJQ-.& 1.2-3,8 38
Outside Maine and in Canada dial
1-800-541-5872
TTY: 1-800-541-5872 from 8:00a.m. to 5:00p.m. weekdays.
Please use the relay service to leave a message on weekends, holidays or during off hours.

BUSINESS ANSWERS
Department of Economic and Community Development
59 State House Station
Augusta, ME 04333-0059
1-800-872-3838
The Department of Economic and Community Development does not discriminate on
the basis of disability in admission to, access to, or operations of its programs. services.
or activities. This material is available in alternate format by contacting the
Department's AIJA Coordinator.
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Fax:2072875701

DECD

Dec 6 '99

0:36

STATE O'f MAINE
DEPARTMENT Of
ECONOMIC AND COMMUNl'lY 1JEVELOPMENT
:n STONE STREI!T
59 STAT'F. HOtJSF. STATlON
AUGUSTA, MAINE

ANGUS S. KING. J~.

04333-0059

P.02

STEVEN H. LEVESQUE
COMMIS~IONER

COVEANOA

COMPANY TAX FILINGS & DEPOSIT REQUIREMENTS
Retailer with over $1,800 in monthly sales:
Monthly:

Maine.Sales Tax Return

Quarterly:

Federal Estimated Income Tax Deposit
Federal Estimated Corporate Tax Deposit
State Estimated Income Tax Deposit
State Estimated Corporate Tax Deposit

Yearly:

Federal Individual Tax Return (1040)
State Individual Tax Return (1040MB)
Federal Corporate Tax Return (1120)
State Corporate Tax Return (1120MB)

Wholesaler:
Quarterly:

Federal Estimated Income Tax Deposit
State Estimated Income Tax Deposit
Federal Estimated Corporate Tax Deposit
State Estimated Corporate Tax Deposit

Yearly:

Maine. Sales Tax Return
Federal Individual Tax Return (1040)
Maine Individual Tax Return (1040-ME)
Federal Corporate Tax Return (1120)
State Corporate Tax Return (1120-ME)

Service Provider:

PRONE:

Quarterly:

Federal Estimated Income Tax Deposit
State Estimated Income Tax Deposit
Federal Estimated Corporate Tax Deposit
State Estimated Corporate Tax Deposit

Yearly:

Federal Individual Tax Return (1040)
State Individual Tax Return (1040-ME)
Federal Corporate Tax Return (1120)
State Corporate Tax Return (1120-~E)

(Z07) 287·2656

DEC-06-1999

FAX: (207) 287·2861

(Voice/TTY)

10:43

2072875701

98%

P.02
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Fax:2072875701

DECD

•

ANGUS S. KING, JR.

Nov

~

'':::l'.:l

STATE OF MAINE
DEPARTMENT OF
ECONOMIC AND COMMUNI'rY DEVeLOPMENT
33 STONE STREET
59 STAT~ HOUSE STATION
AUGUSTA, MAINE
04.333·00 59

QO\Il;~NOI'I

STEVf:N H. LEVESQUE
COIAMISSIONtH

LABOR FILINGS
New hire or rehire:

DHS New Hire Notification

Injured Workers:

Federal OSHA Recordkeeping 200 Log & ·101 Fonn
State Workers' Compensation

Monthly:

Federal 941 Tax Deposits (unless required to deposit semiweekly)

Federal941
. State 941ME (combined withholding & unemployment)

Quarterly:

Yearly:

Federal940
Federal W-2 (with copies to state and to employee)

Federal W-3
State W-3ME

FAX: (207) 287·2861

PHONE: (207) 287-2656 (Voice/TTY)

NnU-09-1999

14:41

2072875701

97%
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Department of Economic and Community Development
Business Answers Licensing Information
Date Mailed: 11/09/99

Name:
Doing Business As:
Address:

Business Activity: AUTO SERVICE STATION
Telephone: {207)
ME

Ext.:

Contact Person:

DEPARTMENT

DIVISION

Seller's Certificate {Sales Tax)

ADMINISTRATIVE & FINANCIAL SERVICES

MAINE REVENUE SERVICES

{207)287-2336

Commercial Motor Fuel Dispension

AGRICULTURE

REGULATIONS

{207)287-3841

Below Ground Tank Inspection

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION

OIL & HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

{207)287-3901

Self Service Pumps

PUBLIC SAFETY DEPARTMENT

STATE FIRE MARSHAL

{207)624-8744

Auto Inspection License

PUBLIC SAFETY DEPARTMENT

MAINE STATE POLICE

{207)624-8784

LICENSE

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

DEPARTMENT

PHONE

PHONE

Solid Yaste Advance Disposal Fee

-----------------------------ADMINISTRATIVE & FINANCIAL SERVICES

Scales Require Calibration

AGRICULTURE

{207)287-38411

Freon Certificate

EPA

(617)565-3261

Proper Disposal of Hazardous Materials

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION

{207)287-3901

Check w/DEP for wetland & pre-application meetings.

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION

{207)287-3901

{207)287-2336

In order to obtain the liceQses listed above, complete the enclosed applications and return them to the issuing agency.
For more information on the items listed under "Additional Information", contact the agencies listed.
Federal and Local Regulations are not included in the lists above

Department of Economic and Community Development
Business Answers Licensing Information
Date Mailed: 10/18/99

Name: JANE Q PUBLIC
Doing Business As:
Address: MAIN ST

Business Activity: GROCERY/CONVENIENCE STORE
Telephone: (207)

AUGUSTA

ME

Ext.:

Contact Person:

DEPARTMENT

DIVISION

AQMINISTRATIVE & FINANCIAL SERVICES

LOTTERY COMMISSION

(800)452-8777

Seller's Certificate (Sales Tax) ADMINISTRATIVE & FINANCIAL SERVICES

MAINE REVENUE SERVICES

(207)287-2336

Off-Premise Liquor license

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY

ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

(207)624-8745

Nursery Stock License

AGRICULTURE

PLANT INDUSTRY

(207)287-3891

Retail Food License

AGRICULTURE

REGULATIONS

(207)287-3841

General Pesticide Dealers

AGRICULTURE

PESTICIDES CONTROL BOARD

(207)287-2731

Bakery License

AGRICULTURE

REGULA Tl ONS

(207)287-3841

Commercial Motor Fuel Dispensi?n AGRICULTURE

REGULATIONS

(207)287-3841

Below Ground Tank Inspection

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION

OIL & HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

(207)287-3901

Eating Place License

DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES

HEALTH ENGINEERING

(207)287-5671

Retail Tobacco License

DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES

HEALTH ENGINEERING

(207)287-5671

Live-Bait Retail License

INLAND FISHERIES & YILDLIFE ·

ADMINISTRATION

(207)237-2571

Inland Fish Sales License

INLAND FISHERIES & YILDLIFE

ADMINISTRATION

(207)287-2571

Retail Seafood License

MARINE RESOURCES

ADMINISTRATION

(207)624-6550

Money Order Agent License

PROFESSIONAL & FI~ANCIAL REGULATION

CONSUMER CREDIT REGULATION

(207)624-8527

Above Ground Tank Inspection

PUBLIC SAFETY DEPARTMENT

STATE FIRE MARSHAL

(207)624-8744

Self Service Pumps

PUBLIC SAFETY DEPARTMENT

STATE FIRE MARSHAL

(207)624-8744

LICENSE
lottery License

PHONE

In order to obtain the licenses'tisted above, complete the enclosed applications and return them to the issuing agerJCi·
Federal and local Regulations are not included in the lists above

Department of Economic and Community Development
Business Answers Licensing Information
Date Mailed: 11/09/99

Name:
Doing Business As:
Address:

Business Activity:

HARD~ARE

STORES

Telephone: (207)
ME

Ext.:

Contact Person:

DEPARTMENT

DIVISION

Seller's Certificate (Sales Tax)

ADMINISTRATIVE & FINANCIAL SERVICES

MAINE REVENUE SERVICES

(207)287·2336

Nursery Stock License

AGRICULTURE

PLANT INDUSTRY

(207)287-3891

General Pesticide Dealers

AGRICULTURE

PESTICIDES CONTROL BOARD

(207)287-2731

Scale Dealer License

AGRICULTURE

REGULATIONS

(207)287-3841

LICENSE

PHONE

iADbiTIONAL • INFORMAT.ION.. •

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Solid

~aste

Advance Disposal Fee

DEPARTMENT

-----------------------------ADMINISTRATIVE & FINANCIAL SERVICES

PHC:~lE

<207 >287- Z33c

Scales Require Calibration

AGRICULTURE

(207;2.87-384"

Selected Pesticides Require Licensing

AGRICULTURE

(207)287-273"

Any fertilizers sold are registered with the Dept. of Agriculture eith AGRICULTURE
er by the manufacturer or dealer.
You must speak with a Plant Industry Inspector at 287-3891if you ares AGRICULTURE
hipping plant material internationally.

(207)287-389.

.ADDITIONAL COMMENTS< ·.

In order to obtain the licenses listed above, complete the enclosed applications and return them to the issuing
For more informatfon on the items listed under "Additional Information", contact the agencies listed.
Federal and Local Regulations are not included in the lists above

age~cy.

Department of Economic and Community Development
Business Answers Licensing Information
Date Mailed: 10/18/99

Name: JOHN Q PUBLIC
Doing Business As:
Address: MAIN STREET

Business Activity: RESTAURANT
Telephone: (207)

AUGUSTA

ME

Ext.:

Contact Person:

DEPARTMENT

DIVISION

Seller's Certificate (Sales TaX)

ADMINISTRATIVE & FINANCIAL SERVICES

MAINE REVENUE SERVICES

(207)287-2336

On-Premise Liquor License

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY

ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

(207)624-8745

Crabmeat Pickers License

AGRICULTURE

REGULATIONS

(207)287-3841

Food Est. - Food Processors Lie.

AGRICULTURE

REGULATIONS

(207)287-3841

Frozen Dessert Producers License

AGRICULTURE

REGULA Tl ONS

(207)287-3841

Eating Place License

DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES

HEALTH ENGINEERING

(207)287-5671

Inland Fish Sales License

INLAND FISHERIES &WILDLIFE

ADMINISTRATION

(207)287-2571

Public Dancing License

PUBLIC SAFETY DEPARTMENT

STATE FIRE MARSHAL

(207)624-8744

LICENSE

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Scales Require Calibration

DEPARTMENT

PHONE

----------------------------AGRICULTURE

PHONE
(207)287-38.'.

The canning process for foods may be regulated by the federal governme AGRICULTURE
nt. Speak with your ME Dept. of Agr. inspector about federal regs.
Check w/DEP for wetland & pre-application meetings.
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION

( 207) 287- 38~

The Department of Environmental Protection can be reached at (800)452- DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION
1942 if reside in Maine
Contact DMR for all seafood licenses.
MARINE RESOURCES

( 207) 287- 39(

(207)287-39[

(207)624-65~

In order to obtain the licenses listed above, complete the enclosed applications and return them to the issuing agency.
For more information on the items listed under "Additional Information", contact the agencies listed.
Federal and Local Regulations are not included in the lists above

Department of Economic and Community Development
Business Answers Licensing Information
Date Mailed: 11/09/99

Name:
Doing Business As:
Address:

Business Activity: WOOD PRODUCTS MANUFACTURING
Telephone: (207)
ME

LICENSE
Seller's Certificate (Sales Tax)

Ext.:

Contact Person:

::::=:::t?\ii:iiCENSES ••·:REQUI~ED/ :)'•·: :· · · · ·
DEPARTMENT
DIVISION
ADMINISTRATIVE & FINANCIAL SERVICES

MAINE REVENUE SERVICES

PHONE
(207)287-2336

DEPARTMENT

PHONE

A Wood Scaler License may be required

AGRICULTURE

(207)287-384:

Check w/DEP for wetland & pre-application meetings.

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION

(207)287-390~

The Department of Environmental Protection can be reached at (800)452- DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION
1942 if reside in Maine
Fire Marshal approval needed for construction & occupation.
PUBLIC SAFETY DEPARTMENT

(207)287-390'

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

(2:7)624-874.:.

·)JU)I)ITION.AL ·..COMMEN'I'S •....

In order to obtain the licenses listed above, complete the enclosed applications and return them to the issuing agency.
For more information on the items listed under "Additional Information", contact the agencies listed.
Federal and Local Regulations are not included in the lists above

APPENDIX I

How Do I Get More Information?
If you think SCOR may be right for your business, or if
you'd just like to get more infonnation about .the
program or securities registration in general, call the
Securities Division at (207) 624-855.1 or visit our Web
site at: www .state.me.us/pfr/sec/sechome2.htm. ·

CAPITALIZING YOUR
BUSINESS WITH SCOR
(Small Company Qffering Registration)

About the Securities Division
The Securities Division is a part of the Bureau of
Banking in the Department of Professional and Financial
Regulation. The Division is responsible for regulating
offers and sales of securities in the State of Maine. Its ·
major responsibilities include the registration of
securities offerings,· the licensing of 'brokerage finns,
their salespeople, apd investment advisers, and the
investigation of allegi!d violations of the securities laws.
The Division also regulates the sales of certain types of
business opportunities and comrriodities.
Maine
businesses or consumers with complaints or ·questions
relating to transactions in· any of these areas should
contact the Division for assistance.
·

Maine Department of Professional and Financial Regulation
Bureau of Banking- Securities Division
121 State House Station
Augusta. Maine 04333
(207) 624-8551

Printed Under Appropriation #014-02A-1022-022
May 1997

One of the most difficult challenges facing a small
business today is raising enough money to execute its
business plan. Whether it's to purchase real estate and
equipment, to develop a new product 'or service, or even
to add to staff in anticipation of an aggressive marketing
campaign, the funding decision is crucial. While there
are many loan programs available to small businesses
through financial institutions, government, and
quasi-governmental agencies, they are not ·the only
options. For a business needing capital to grow and
willing to consider a public offering of its securities,
SCOR may be the right choice.
What is SCOR?
The Small Company Offering Registration (~COR)
program is available to businesses selling · up to
$1,000,000 in securities during any 12-month period.
Under this program, the business registers its securities
in each state in which it intends to offer them for sale.
This registration !process is simpler than for larger
securities offerings because SCOR securities are exempt
from federal registration requirements .. In addition;
SCOR securities offer more flexibility than other small
offerings because they can be sold through general
solicitation and advertising, and there are. no trading
restrictions.
'What Forms Do I Use?
Most states, including Maine, use the Form. U-7 for
SCOR registrations. The U-7 consists of .50 questions
intended to provide important information about the
business to potential investors. While it is often referred
to as a "fill-in-the-blanks" form, the U-7 is really milch
more, in that it provides an in-depth discussion on many
important aspects of the busin~ss ..Among the questions
addressed are:
• What does the business do and how will the sale
of securities .improve its operation?
• How will the business use the proceeds from the
·
sale of securities?
• What milestones must the business reach to be
profitable?
• What are the risks of investing in the business?
• How much experience does management have
in this or a related business?

Should I Get Assistance in Completin~: the U-7?
While management can often complete much of the
U-7, certain aspects of the filing will likely require
the assistance of independent legal and accounting
professionals. The extent of this assistance will vary,
depending on management's expertise and the time
available to draft the disclosure documents.
. How Do I Re~:ister Securities?
Submit yo'ur completed Form U-7 and related
exhibits to the Securities Division, along with the
registration fee of $300 for each security offered.
The Division's professional staff will then begi.n its
detailed review,. which is designed to ensure full
disclosure to potential investors. If you intend to sell
your securities in other states, you must register them
there as well. Ask our staff about the New England
Regional Review Program, wpich can coordinate the
application review process for multiple state filings.
·Once the registration process is completed, each state
issue you a "notice of effectiveness", and you
are free to begin selling.

will

How Do I sen My Business's Securities?
While this is the most important part of the capital
raising process, it is often the mqst difficult and
demanding of managel)1ent's time. Usually, a SCOR
registrant utilizes members of its management team
to sell the securities. This minimizes costs and gives
potential investors the opportunity to learn firsthand
about the business from the people responsible for its
success. This process can be very time-consuming,
however, ·and· some businesses engage brokerage
firms to assist them in the process. Management
should carefully consider this question early in the
registration process.
Is SCOR the Ri~ht Choice for My Business?
Success rates for companies selling securities under
SCQR vary greatly. It's important to remember that
a successful registration of your securities does not
guarantee a successful sale.
While start-up
businesses have used SCOR effectively, it is
generally more difficult to sell securities ,in a
business which has no operating history than in one
which has at least some financial record. Regardless
of the development stage of your business, you
should consider many financing alternatives before
deciding which one best fits your needs.

APPENDIXJ
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Maine Department of Professional & Financial Regulation
Bureau of Banking
Securities Division
121 State House Station
Augusta, Maine 04333
(2~7) 624-8551

About the Securities Division
The Securities Division is a part of the Bureau of
Banking in the Department of Professional and
Financial Regulation. The Division is responsible
for regulating offers and sales of securities in the
State of Maine. Its major responsibilities include the
registration of securities offerings, the licensing of
brokerage finns, their salespeople, and investment
11dvisers, and the investigation of alleged violations
of the securities laws. The Division also regulates
the sales of certain types of business opportunities
and commodities. Maine businesses or consumers
with complaints or questions relating to transactions
in any of these areas should contact the Division for
assistance.
For more infonnation, visit the Division's Web site
at: www.state.me.us/pfr/seclsechome2.htm.
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The Decision to Sell

Of all the decisions you will make on the road to selling securities, perhaps
the most difficult and important is whether or not selling securities is the
right financing tool for your business.
Unless you can comfortably answer "yes" to all three of the following
questions, you will find it difficult to sell your company's securities.

Is Your Company Ready?
DYes
DNo
• Is your company properly formed and organized? If not, any
structural changes should be made before you file your
offering, not afterwards.
• Do you already have a well-defined and stable business plan
in place? Without a good business plan, it will be virtually
impossible to draft a disclosure document that . satisfies
regulatory requirements OR potential investors.
• Does your company have current financial statements
prepared in accordance with Generally Accepted Accounting
Principles (GAAP)? Depending on the size and type of
offering, reviewed or audited statements may be required.
Even if reviewed or audited statements are not required, it is
often advisable to have a CPA help you prepare financial
statements.

Are You and Your Management Ready?
DYes
DNo
• Are you willing to give up a portion of your profits to provide
a return to investors? You must be ready to share the rewards
as well as the risks.
• Can you afford to spef.!d a significant amount of time away
from your normal business operation to prepare your
offering? Many people are surprised at the amount of time it
takes.
• Are you prepared to invest a significant amount of energy in
actually selling your offering, ~specially if you will not be
using a securities broker to sell the offering? Meetings and
presentations to potential investors will often be required.
• If you are successful with your securities offering, others may
own a share of your business and may want a say in how
things are run. Shareholder relations can take up significant
amounts of your time.
• You will have ongoing responsibilities after the offering, such
as preparing and distributing an annual financial report to all
of your investors.

Will Investors Be Willing to Invest?
DYes
DNo
• Investors look for liquidity. Though investments in small
businesses should be viewed as long-term, even long-term
investors need to see some light at the end of the tunnel. Will
your company ever be large ~nough that a trading market
could develop for your securities?
• Investors want a share of the profits. If your company has
profits, what are your plans for distribution? Will investors
3

Offering Alternatives

see any of the profits, or will you give it all away in big
salaries or bonuses to keep employees?
• Will investors have any control? If things don't go as
planried, investors may want some power to do something
about it, such as representation on your board of directors.
• Do potential investors feel an affinity with your company?
Investors in small offerings are frequently attracted to the
offering because they have an interest in the product or
service that the company provides. For instance, people that
are interested in beer may be more interested in investing in a
microbrewery.
• Are you willing and able to bear the cost of registration?
While you can pay for the cost of registration from the gross
sales proceeds in a successful offering, your company would
have to bear that cost itself if the sale were unsuccessful.

One Final Caution
Securities laws place heavy constraints on all parts of the
securities selling process in order to protect you and your
investors. The process is complicated and you are wise to consult
an experienced securities attorney early on, even if you later
decide to do some or all of the preparation yourself. Never
attempt to hide anything about your business from your attorney,
accountant, securities officials, or potential investors.

Anyone who thinks a securities offering is a "one size fits all" proposition
is wrong. The best offerings are tailor-made to specific financial needs and
goals. Once you have decided to proceed, then you have to figure out what
kind of offering is best for you and your investors. It's important to obtain
the services of experienced legal and financial counsel to assist you in
making these decisions.
-

Choosing What Kind of Security to Offer
1. Common Stock
This is the security that is most frequently offered.
Selling common stock means selling shares in the
equity of your company. It does not require you to
make dividend payments or to make any promises
or guarantees regarding return-on-investment. As a
result, this is usually the most appropriate choice
for start-up or developmental stage businesses.

2. Debt
With debt, you agree to pay back to your investors
principal, plus interest, on the money they loan
you. In order for regulators to approve this type of
offering, you must be .able to demonstrate your
ability to repay the debt.

3. Preferred Stock
Preferred stock is a hybrid between debt and
common stock. If it has the characteristics of debt,
such as a specific rate of return, the Securities
Division will apply standards similar to those
applied to debt offerings. If it is structured more
like equity, it will be treated more like common
stock.
4
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4. Limited Partnership Interests
Limited partnership interests are another form of
security. They are typically used for obtaining
certain tax advantages and may be subject to many
special rules.

5. Limited Liability Company (LLC)
Memberships
LLC's are unincorporated entities that combine the
limited liability features of corporations with the
pass-through taxation and structural flexibility of
general partnerships.

attorneys and accountants. The preparation time, however,
can be lengthy. Can you take the time away from running
your business to do this preparation?

Warning
Securities laws vary from state to state. If you plan to conduct your
offering in more than one- state, you must register or utilize an
appropriate exemption from registration with both the federal
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and with each state in
· which the offering will be conducted.
Information on filing
requirements can be obtained from the SEC and each state's Securities
Division.

Choosing What Type of Offering to Pursue
The type of offering you choose depends on several factors:
• How much money do you need?
• How many investors do you think you'll need in order to raise
that amount? It's important to remember that the amount of
the securities offering, the number of investors and the means
by which you will solicit them will determine whether or not
your securities qualify for an exemption from state and/or
federal registration.
• How important is it that the securities be freely transferable
immediately upon issuance? Keep in mind that, even if the
securities are freely transferable, it is extremely unlikely that
any type of active trading market will develop in the
foreseeable future.
• How much time do you have to devote to the preparation
process?
For certain types of registrations, there are
"fill-in-the-blanks" forms available that can be completed by
company management with the assistance of the company's
(j
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Preparing the Application
Piecing together a well-prepared offering package requires a lot of time
and expertise in many areas. Consulting with an experienced securities
attorney and a qualified accountant early in the decision-making process is
strongly recommended. Even if you decide to prepare the bulk ·of the
application yourself, attorneys and accountants can offer invaluable
assistance , with many general business planning issues and with
determining what type(s) of offering(s) to pursue.

Disclosure Document
The discl?sure documen: is the most important part of the application, so
take the time to prepare It carefully. The information you gather from your
attorney, accountant, and at your pre-filing conference, will help you focus
on many key areas:

•

If you are registering your securities under SCOR be
..
'
sure to obtain a copy of the "Small Company Offering
Registration (SCOR) Issuer's Manual." This is a
comprehensive and very useful aid in the completion of
the Form U-7 Disclosure Document. You can obtain a
hard copy of the manual from the Securities Division or
you can access it at the Web site of the North American
Securities Administrators Association (NASAA) at:
www.nasaa.org.

•

In preparing your application, pay particularly close
attention to the sections on the description of your
comp~y's business, the use of the offering proceeds,
and nsk factors. These areas will be very closely
scrutinized and can be the critical components of a
successful registration and sale.

•

Avoid inconsistencies, omissions, and errors within the
document. This process should include a thorough
review of all calculations, not only for accuracy but
also for consistency throughout the document.

•

Maintain close contact with the Securities Division
throughout the preparation process. This can help you
avoid problems before they become even more. difficult
and time-consuming to correct.

Consider a Pre-Filing Conference
Taking advantage of a telephone or in-person conference with the Securities
Division is a good idea, particularly if you are considering a public offering
on a "fill-in-the-blanks" form such as the Small Company Offering
Registration (SCOR) Fom1 U-7. Here, you will be able to obtain answers to
questions you have about your offering, including how to fill out the
various forms and disclosure statements, and how the rules governing the
offering will be administered. Even if you're offering securities solely
through a private placement and not through general solicitation and
advertising, you can obtain important information frQm the Division about
registration requirements. If you would like an in-person conference, you
are welcome to bring your attorney and/or accountant, but before you
arrive, please be sure you:
• Make an appointment with the Securities Division by
calling (207) 624-8551 and speaking with someone in the
Small Business Registration area.
• Come prepared with a list of all your questions. Have on
hand as much information as possible about your
husiness, including your business plan.
ffyou anticipate discussing a particularly difficult or complicated subject or
problem during your pre-filing conference, please notify the Securities
Division beforehand so that any necessary background research can be
conducted before the actual conference.

Taking the time to consider the above areas will help you create a final
document that is easy to read and understand, critical factors in attracting
potential investors.

8
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Preparing Your Application Package
Along with a completed Disclosure Document, you will probably need to
include several additional items in your final Application Package:
•

Review the exhibits to be sent with your application,
and make sure that everything referenced in your
offering document is included.

•

Include a cover letter explaining why any missing items
were omitted ancl naming the contact person at your
company or law firm.

•

Make sure your Application/Disclosure Document is
properly signed.

•

If you plan to have officers, directors, or other
employees conduct sales, the Form U-4 required to
license those individuals as Sales Representatives
should be submitted, with the required fee, as early as
possible.
Application approval is often delayed
because company officers have not been properly
licensed.

•

Don't hesitate to send along any additional supporting
information you believe will be helpful to the Securities
Division. It's always a good idea to include any
document which is referenced in the offering circular
such as employment agreements, licensing agreements,
and stock option plans. Your cover -letter should
indicate whether any of this additional information will
be provided to potential investors. If so, it should be
listed as an exhibit in the table of contents in the
Disclosure Document.

10

The Review Process
Reviewing a securities offering is a time-consuming process for the
Securities Division. In the course of a review, certain revisions to your
documents will probably be required. Making these revisions quickly and
accurately can greatly reduce delays, so the use of word processing
software is strongly encouraged. The SCOR form is available from the
Division in various word processing formats at no charge and is also
available on the Web site of tHe North American Securities Administrators
Association (NASAA) at: www.nasaa.org.

How Long Does It Take?
It is very difficult to provide a general amount of time necessary to clear a
registration filing, but naturally, the more complete and thoughtfully
prepared your initial filing is, the shorter the review time. If your file is
particularly complex, or has some unusual problems, it will usually take
longer for the Division to review and longer for you to make necessary
changes prior to clearance. The initial review usually takes place within 2-4
weeks of the receipt of your application. This initial review will normally
center on substantive problem areas that, unless resolved, will kill an
offering regardless of the quality of the disclosure. Potential "deal killers"
include:

• Excessive amount of promotional shares;
•

•
•
•
•
•·

Inability to service debt; ·
Inadequate minimum or excessive maximum offering amounts;
Inappropriate affiliated transactions;
Excessive selling expenses;
Problems with financial statements;
Omissions, discrepancies, and poor organizationa
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Common Problem Areas
1.

This is often the case when a large amount of the
proceeds is designated for "working capital."

Promotional Stock

4.

Promotional stock exists when insiders have paid
disproportionately less consideration .for their
shares than what public investors are being asked to
pay per share. In order to avoid the possibility of
insiders selling their shares at an artificially
inflated price, the Division may require
promotional shares to be escrowed, th~reby
limiting the number of shares on the market m the
early stages of the company's "public" life.

2.

Inability to Service Debt

There are regulatory guidelines to make sure that
any loans or other material affiliated transactions
are consistent with public investor protection and
are in the public interest. The Division may require
changes in an issuer's affiliated transactions policy
or it may disallow the offer and sale of securities if
it determines that such transactions unfairly benefit
the company's officers, directors, or principal
shareholders to the detrime_nt of public investors.

5.

If you will be offering debt securities, you must be
able to show the ability to service the debt on a pro
forma (not projected) basis.
It is extremely
difficult for an unprofitable or start-up company to
demonstrate this ability.

3.

12

Excessive Selling Expenses
The Division requires the issuer to provide detailed
estimates of the costs related to the offer and sale
of securities. These costs may include broker's
commissions, other broker expenses, legal and
accounting fees, printing and postage, etc. Because
these costs reduce the amount of the offering
proceeds available for the business to execute its
stated financial plan, the Division may disallow the
offer and sale of securities when these expenses are
deemed excessive.

Inadequate.Minimum or Excessive
Maximum Offering
The minimum amount to be raised by the offering
must be adequate to actually accomplish the
purposes of the -offering. For example, if the
primary purpose of the offering is to expand
production by purchasing certain equipment, the
minimum offering must provide sufficient funds
for such equipment to be purchased.
The
maximum amount must also be justified. The
issuer must be very precise regarding how all
proceeds from the offering will ?~ used. I~ t~e
issuer is incapable of such prec1s10n, then 1t IS
likely that the maximum offering is excessive.

Inappropriate Affiliated Transactions

..

6.

Erroneous or Misleading Financial
Statements
The best way to prevent errors, omissions, or
discrepancies in your financial statements may be to
have accountants assist in their preparation. In
some instances, an independent CPA must audit or
review the financial statements. All financial
statements must be prepared in accordance with
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP).
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When the Division finds mistakes, further inquiry
is required and statements must be corrected before
the offering can proceed. Choose your CPA
carefully and inform the CPA up front that the
statements will be used in a securities offering in
which the CPA must consent to the use of his/her
name:

7.

Forecasts and Projections
Contact the Securities Division if you are
contemplating the use of projections or forecasts.
Unless there is a reasonable basis for the
projections, it is unlikely that they will be
permitted. In particular, companies that have been
in business for a limited time will have difficulty
demonstrating a reasonable basis for projections.
When projections are allowed, they must include a
detailed description of all underlying assumptions
and the rationale behind them.

8.

Omissions, Discrepancies, ami Organization
A surprising number of disclosure documents
contain an inadequate description of exactly what a
company does or plans to do. Also, the list of risks
connected with the offering is often incomplete.
Although issuers are sometimes reluctant to discuss
their company's weaknesses, such disclosure is
mandatory.
Many offering circulars also lack internal
consistency. Statements made in one part of the
circular conflict with those made in other parts.
For example, the discussion of the company's
capital sometimes conflicts with the financial
statements. Another frequent problem occurs when
the circular discusses certain projects or activities
that it plans to undertake upon the conclusion ofthe
offering, hut the use of proceeds table contains no
14

allocation of offering funds for such activities. For
offerings that specify minimum and maximum
offering amounts, it is important to discuss the
consequences to the company of selling only the
minimum offering, as well as the maximum
offering.
For offerings which utilize a question and answer
format, it is important that each answer be a
complete response to the question to which it
pertains. It is equally important, however, that the
response remain tightly focused on the question
and not stray into other areas.

Completing the Review Process
The Division will typically make comments by telephone in situations
where problems are less complex and likely to be easily correctible. If
comments are more extensive or complex, they will generally be made in
writing and, in some instances, the Division may suggest an in-person
meeting. The applicant is free to request a meeting at any time.
The "fine-tuning" process of modifying a registration and getting it to its
finished form may involve many amendments. It is not uncommon for an
offering to undergo several rounds of comments and revisions before it is
ready for clearance. When all issues have been resolved, the Division will
issue a written permit and the offering can begin.
Don't forget that when the Maine Securities Division issues its "notice of
effectiveness" Jetter, it only allows you to offer and sell your securities in
Maine. You must receive a similar notice from each state in which you
plan to sell before initiating sales activities in those states.
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The Offering
Once you receive the notice of effectiveness and any required permits and
licenses (e.g. sales representative licenses for insiders intending to actively
solicit investors), you are free to begin the sales and issuance process. Of
course. it would be nice if once your registration is effoctive, investors
would show up on your doorstep with money in hand. In reality, however,
marketing your offering is one of the toughest jobs of all. During the
offering period, you may continue to have obligations to the Securities
Division.

Material Cltanges

.

If changes are to be made at any time to the offering which are material io
investors, the Securities Division must be notified and your Disclosure
Document must be amended. In these circumstances, you may also be
required to provide parties who have already subscribed to buy securities
the right to rescind their subscriptions.

Advertising
The Division may ask for copies of each advertisement proposed to be used
to solicit buyers. Remember that private placement offerings can't engage
in general solicitation, including advertising.

Sales Reports
In order to establish a statistical base for evaluating the success of certain
types of securities filings, especially SCOR, the Division may ask you to
provide periodic sales reports to track your post-registration progress.

Escrow of Proceeds
If a minimum offering has been specified, all investor funds must be
immediately placed in a bank escrow account and may not be released until
the minimum offering amount has been raised. The Securities Division
requires the terms of such escrow agreements to be firmly established in
writing during the registration process.

Termination 'and Final Report
Notify the Division when your offering is completed, even if no sales took
place. This will enable the Division to update its records.
16

APPENDIXK

Environmental Compliance
A Quick and Easy Guide for
Small Businesses

This booklet provides a quick overview of some common,
though sometimes overlooked, federal and state environmental
requirements.
After reviewing this booklet you may want help complying with
one or more regulations. That's why the DEP has a
Small Business Technical Assistance Program (SBT AP).
The SBT AP helps small businesses comply with environmental
regulations, and reduce pollution and waste.
I

.

The SBT AP also coordinates the DEP's Small Business Compliance
Incentives Policy. This policy provides enforcement relief to small
businesses for inadvertent violations that are discovered as a result
of the business requesting assistance from the DEP. "This policy
enables businesses to use the DEP as an assistance provider
without the fear of being penalized for inadvertent violations.

For additional information please contact:
Brian Kavanah, Coordinator
Small Business Technical Assistance Program
Department of Environmental Protection
17 State House Station
Augusta, Maine 04333
Phone: 1-800-789-9802 or 287-6188
E-mail: brian. w.kavanah@ state. me. us
DEP Homepaqe: http://www.state.me.us/dep

Underground fuel tanks have traditionally been built out of bare metal
that, over time, corrodes causing fuel to leak into adjacent soil and
groundwater. Contamination from leaking tanks has been widespread,
and its cleanup has been costly.
Beginning in the 19ao·s, Maine law and regulations were developed to
prevent and minimize the risk to the environment and public health that
is posed by leaking underground fuel tanks. Here are a few requirements
with which you should be familiar:
• As ~f October 1997 all privately owned bare steel tanks and bare steel piping
should have been removed.
• All new and replacement underground ·fuel tanks must be double walled and
made of fiberglass, cathodically protected steel, or another equally
non-corrosive material that has been approved by the DEP.

• Leak detection, spill and overfill, and corrosion protection equipment must
be checked annually.
• All underground fuel tanks must be registered with the DEP and installed
by a Certified Tank Installer.
• You must notify the DEP prior to the removal of an underground fuel tank.
If you discover that you are not in compliance with any of these regulations,
please contact the DEP for assistance.

SEWER

In order to keep our surface and coastal waters clean the waste from
sewer systems is treated in publicly owned treatment plants prior to discharge
to Maine waters. These plants are designed to treat normal sanitary waste
water from bathrooms, sinks etc.
Certain types of waste may upset a treatment plant or pass through the
treatment plant untreated and contaminate surface and coastal waters.
Some businesses are subject to federal requirements to pretreat their
wastewater. Prior to discharging anything other than sanitary waste
water to a publicly owned sewer system, you should contact the local
sewer treatment plant to ensure that the treatment plant can accept
your waste.

SEPTIC SYSTEMS
Septic systems are a combination of a storage tank and gravel leach field used
to treat waste water from homes or businesses not connected to a municipal
sewer system.
Only sanitary waste water from bathrooms, sinks etc. should
septic system.

qe discharged to a

Septic systems discharge directly to groundwater and can not remove or treat
wastes such as solvents, paints, inks, fuel, antifreeze, food processing wastes,
and metals. Discharging these types of wastes to a septic system can easily
contaminate groundwater. Discharge of anything other than sanitary waste to a
subsurface disposal system requires approval or a license from the DEP.
It is advisable to have the collection tank of your septic system pumped by a
licensed septage hauler approximately every three to five years to keep the
system functioning properly.

Common sources of air pollution from small businesses include:
•
cleaning solvents
•
commercial and industrial boilers
•
solvent-based paints and thinners
•
fiberglass resins
In order to protect air quality, certain air emissions are regulated through a licensing system.
Your business might require a license from the DEP if any of the following thresholds are
exceeded:

Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC)
•
VOC emissions are greater than or equal to 10 pounds per hour or 100 pounds per day.
•
VOCs are emitted, or potentially emitted* at levels greater than or equal to 40 tons/ year.
Hazardous Air Pollutants (HAPs)
•
HAPs are emitted, or potentially emitted *, at levels greater than or equal to:
10 tons per year or more for any one HAP; or
25 tons per year or more of any combination of HAPs
* In calculating your potential to emit", you must assume a worst case scenario that includes
operation at maximum throughput using typical high VOC or HAP materials for 8, 760 hours
per year.
II

Fuel Burning Equipment
•
The combined heat inputs of heating units, drying ovens, or other fuel burning
equipment exceeds 10 million BTU per hour. Individual units whose input is less
than 1 million BTU per hour need not be included in this assessment. (Heat inputs
are sometimes listed on the fuel burning equipment.)
Generators
•
The combined heat input of generators exceeds 5 million BTU per hour (for
diesel engines this is equivalent to a fuel consumption of approximately 35 gallons
per hour). Individual units whose input is less than 0.5 million BTu·s per hour need
not be included in this assessment.
DEFINITIONS

Volatile Organic Compound (VOC): VOCs are any organic compound that reacts in the atmosphere
to create ground level ozone. Solvents are a common VOC.

Hazardous Air Pollutant (HAP): Any of the 189 air pollutants identified by the EPA which may
reasonably be expected to cause irreversible illness or death. Examples include styrene, benzene,
toluene, and xylenes. For a complete list of HAPs please contact the DEP.

Certain types of waste are considered "hazardous" and require special management to protect
the environment and human health. Hazardous wastes are those that are ignitable, corrosive,
reactive, or toxic, or that have been listed by the EPA or DEP as hazardous waste.
Hazardous wastes are often generated by the following activities:
- printing and cleanup activities
- solvent use
-vehicle repair
- laboratory work
- painting & refinishing
- electroplating and metal finishing
- x-ray and photo developing
- fiberglass manufacturing

It is the responsibility of the generator to determine if their waste is hazardous before disposal.
Maine has three categories of hazardous waste generators based on the amount of waste
generated: small quantity generators, small quantity plus, and generators. The more waste
you generate, the more requirements you will need to follow. The following summarizes a few of
the requirements:
• Do not Treat Hazardous Waste without a License from DEP
Typical forms of treatment include silver recovery and distilling solvents.
• Labeling
Label each waste container with the words "Hazardous Waste".
• Dates
Label each waste container with the date you first put hazardous waste in it (the start date) and
when the container becomes full.

• Length of Storage
Small Quantity Generators may have no more than 55 gallons of hazardous waste on site.
They must ship a full container off site within 180 days of filling the drum.

Small Quantity Generator Plus may have no more than 165 gallons of hazardous waste on
site. They must ship each full container off site within 180 days of filling the drum.
Generators may have more than 165 gallons of hazardous waste on site. They must ship
their hazardous waste off site within 90 days of the start date. (There are exceptions to this
time frame for certain types of storage.)
• Use a Hazardous Waste Manifest Form
The Hazardous Waste Manifest Form is a shipping document that must accompany all
hazardous waste shipments. Every person who handles the waste identifies themselves and
dates and signs the manifest form to track the hazardous waste "from cradle to grave".
• Only Use a Licensed Hazardous Waste Transporter to Ship Hazardous Waste
A list of currently licensed transporters may be obtained by calling the DEP at 287-2651.
• Send Waste to a Licensed Facility
Ensure that any facility to which you send hazardous waste is properly licensed.

NEW CONSTRUCTION
Due to the potential for uncontrolled stormwater runoff to negatively impact waterbodies and neighboring
properties, the following types of new construction require a stormwater permit from the DEP:
• If the total amount of impervious area is from 20,000 square feet to 1 acre in size, a permit is needed if the
site is located in a watershed of a waterbody classified as "most at risk from new development". Th~
DEP and municipalities have maps depicting watersheds "most at risk".
• If the total amount of impervious area is 1 acre or more, or the total amount of disturbed area is 5 acres or
more, a permit is needed regardless of the location.
DEFINITIONS
Disturbed area: All land areas where the vegetation has been removed to the extent that the natural drainage patterns have
been altered such as agricultural fields, paved sites, and dirt roads.
Impervious area: An area where water can not be easily absorbed into the ground, such as locations of buildings, paved
areas, or gravel roads.
Stormwater: The part of precipitation, including runoff from rain or melting ice and snow, that flows across land surface.

It is highly recommended that you contact the DEP at 287-3901 prior to any construction project that
may exceed these thresholds to obtain more detailed information.

INDUSTRIAL STORMWATER DISCHARGE

Due to the potential for stormwater runoff from certain industries to negatively impact waterbodies, a federal
stormwater permit is required from the federal Environmental Protection Agency for certain types of
businesses. You probably require a permit if you answer "yes" to all three of the following questions:
1 . Does stormwater on your property run through a pipe, ditch, or channel either naturally-occurring or
man-made?
2. Does the stormwater discharge into a river, pond, small stream, or wetland, or to a separate storm sewer
that in turn discharges into a water body? A "separate" storm sewer means a sewer that carries only storm
water.
3. Is the primary activity you engage in at your facility one of the types subject to regulation? Examples of
regulated activities and their standard industrial classification numbers include:
24 - lumber and wood products
26 - paper and allied products
28 - chemicals & allied products
3111 - leather tanning and finishing
33 - primary metal industries
3441 - fabricated structural metal
373 - ship and boat building and repairing
This is not a complete list
For more information, please contact:

Thelma Hamilton, U.S. EPA Region 1, (617) 918-1615
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STA WRS PROJECT

BACKGROUND:
\Vhat is STAWRS?
The Simplified Tax and Wage Reporting System (STAWRS) is a joint National
Partnership program of the Department of the Treasury, the Department of Labor,
the Internal Revenue Service,. the Social Security Administration, the Small
Business Administration, the Office of Management and Budget, various states,
and private organizations. STAWRS seeks to usher in. a new era of partnership
among government agencies and businesses as they work together to simplify the
employment tax and wage reporting process.
THE VISION: To partner with stakeholders in developing, demonstrating, and
transitioning concepts that simplify the employment tax and wage reporting
process to improve customer service.
THE MISSION: To reduce employer tax and wage reporting burden while
improving the effectiveness and efficiency of government operations.
History:
In 1988, the small business community made recommendations through the IRS
Commissioners Advisory Group endorsing employer tax simplification. Federal
and state governments then began to focus on simplifying employment tax
reporting and filing requirements.

Initially the IRS and the Social Security Administration engaged in cooperative
efforts to simplify the wage reporting process and focused on Form W-2. Then
IRS determined that the program should include the feasibility of simplifying all
payroll and employment tax reporting requirements across federal and state
agencies. This broader initiative became STA WRS. The W-2 project remained
with IRS and SSA as a separate project.
\Vhat is Happening Now?
The current focus is on facilitating the implementation of STAWRS services
through intergovernmental efforts. STA WRS will not have any role in making
agency determinations. mana!:!ing employer accounts. ensuring compliance, or
creating and maintaining a national data repository for wage-related information.
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STAWRS PROGRAM GOALS:
Provide timely and accurate tax information to employers to strengthen
customer service;
Decrease the number of tax- and wage-related forms that employers must file;
Provide employers more opportunities to file tax- and wage-related forms
electronically;
Simplify federal and state tax employment laws;
Provide employers the opportunity to file employment-related returns to one
location;
Increase voluntary compliance; and
Support federal and state electronic tax strategies.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
I

'I

INITIATIVES:
•

Single Point Filing.
Employers file employment-related tax and wage reports to one location via
either paper or electronic media.

•

Streamlined Customer Service.
Provide current and accurate tax information to employers electronically
(through the Internet), via the telephone, and person-to-person, while
demonstrating the benefits of on-line transactions.
Simplify process for application and distribution of Employer Identification
Numbers, both federal and state.

•

Simplifi~d

Requirements.

Federal and state employment tax and wage reporting Jaws are made more
consistent across state and federal boundaries (harmonization), so that
regulations, instructions, procedures, forms, and filing schedules are simpler and
more understandable.

Status ofSingle Point Filing: .
Electronic Filing Employers' Quarterlv Returns--State ofiowa:
Single point electronic filing beta software has been made available to
employers for evaluation. The STAWRS project team plans for
1999/2000 include conducting a pilot filing demonstration through the
state to IRS and to analyze the results of the demonstration.
Paper Filing Employers' Ouarterlv Returns--State of Montana: IRS and
Montana signed a cooperative agreement providing for a pilot project
allowing certain employers to file quarterly returns combining state
unemployment tax, withholding tax for federal and state, and FICA tax for
federal on one return. The State of Montana processed the returns and
forwarded the federal information to the IRS. An evaluation of the success
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of this pilot project is being done to determine future direction. The
estimated completion date of the evaluation is mid-October, 1999.
Commercial Off the Shelf Single Point Electronic Filing (COTS SPEF):
The object of this project is to facilitate the development of combined
single point electronic filing of tax and wage reports through COTS. The
concept has been developed and it has been determined that there are
partners interested in participating in a demonstration. Planned milestones
for 1999/2000 are to partner with government, employers, and commercial
software development community to develop and demonstrate combined
electronic single point filing concept. The STAWRS project team will
lead this project.
Status of One-Stop Customer Service:
Information Access: The purpose of this project is to facilitat~ employer
access to on-line employment tax and wage information. This has been
accomplished by developing a web site for STAWRS. The STAWRS
project team's planned milestones for 1999/2000 include further
development of the web site and conducting a workshop to promote
awareness of the program and to forge additional partnerships for concept
development.
Operational Support: The purpose of this project is to facilitate issuance
of Employer Identification Numbers (EINs).
Status of Simplified Requirements:
Harmonized Wage Code and Filing Dates CH\VC): The purpose of this
project is to harmonize federal and state employment tax and wage
reporting laws. The HWC report has been completed and made available
on the STAWRS web site. The STAWRS project team's planned
milestones for 1999/2000 include development of a marketing strategy,
demonstrate targeted HWC with a state and conceptualize broader HWC.
\VHAT IS MAINE DOING?
•

Federal Employer Identification Number: Maine has entered into an
agreement with IRS to assign federal employer identification numbers for new
employers. The numbers assigned are forwarded to IRS for their records.
This allows the employer to register with Maine and IRS at the same time.
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•

W-2 Project: Maine participated in the early effort with the W-2 project and
no longer requires employers to supply paper copies of Form W-2 with their
annual filing of form W-3ME, the annual reconciliation ofwithholding.

•

Combined withholding and unemployment contributions filing and
remittance: Maine has a combined form for reporting withholding tax and
unemployment contributions that allows employers to file one quarterly return
including both of these payroll taxes. The combined return can be filed on
paper or electronically over the Internet.

•

The Maine Revenue Services web site provides an explanation of the
STA WRS program and also provides a link to the STAWRS web site. To
access this feature from the State of Maine home page, click on "Maine
!Revenue Services" under "Doing Business with Maine." On the MRS home
page, click on "Income Tax Withholding" under "Technical Tax Information"
to bring up the Maine Income Tax Withholding page. At the top of this page,
just below the heading, is a sentence which reads "Click here for information
about the Federal "Simplified Tax and Wage Reporting System." Following
this instruction provides access to a new page explaining the STAWRS project
which, in tum, leads to the STAWRS web site.

•

The Maine Department of Labor is watching the progress of the project and
advises us that, at this point, no legislation has been prepared to address the
Harmonized Wage Code.

•
•
•

Simpler filing and reporting requirements for employers.
Reduction of the cost of compliance with employment tax laws.
One-stop customer service will provide better, quicker information to
employers which will improve compliance with the law.
The harmonized wage code, if successful, will simplify procedures that
employers and governments must follow by harmonizing defmitions, due
dates, etc.

PROs:

•

CONs:

•

The proiect does not include the remitting oftax pavments. This means that
sevarate pavments must be made to the federal government and to state
government even i[single point filing can be used.

•

No fundamental changes in required information have been made. Even when
single point filing is used, the same information must be reported. The only
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difference is that the information is included on one form filed with one
governmental entity rather than on multiple forms filed with two
governmental entities.
•

There is no provision to include multiple states in single point filing. If an
employer operates in more than one state, that employer must file individually
in each of those states.

•

Currently the single point filing project does not include federal
unemployment tax. This annual return would still have to be filed separately
with the federal government.

•

Maine Revenue Services will incur an extra administrative cost by
participating in single point filing. The federal information collected must be
maintained and forwarded electronically to the federal agencies involved.
Assuming that only some taxpayers participate, two systems will have to be
maintained for processing the quarterly returns, one for those with federal
information and one for those without federal information. The systems and
procedures will have to be defined in order to determine the amount of any
extra administrative costs.

CONCLUSION:
At this time, it appears that the "CONs" of the STAWRS Project outweigh the
"PROs". Maine will continue to monitor the progress of the project and consider
joining the electronic single point filing project if the pilot projects demonstrate
that this approach is accepted by business as an effective and efficient solution to
state/federal governmental reporting requirements.
Since the evaluation of the Montana project is not complete, we phoned to ask for
a preliminary report. We were told that 90 employers were invited to participate.
About 90 per cent of those employers liked the system. However, the State found
it difficult to meet IRS certification requirements. They hired a contractor to
assist with the system development and it took several months to accomplish the
task. They will provide us with a copy of the evaluation when it is available.
'

'

The MRS Internet filing program for the Combined Unemployment Contributions
and Withholding Tax began in October 1998. The program allows participating
taxpayers to file their combined return and remit their payment electronically
which greatly simplifies the taxpayer's filing effort and also the processing of the
return by MRS. Since the program began, 640 quarterly returns and payments
totaling $178,850 have been processed. Since the electronic approach offers
greater filing efficiencies for both the taxpayer and MRS, MRS considers this
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effort a much better long term solution than the "paper" approach of the
Montana project.
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Dan A. Gwadosky
Secretary of State

Dear Business Person,
Thank you for your interest in forming a
corporation, or other business entity in
the State of Maine.
The Department of the Secretary of State,
through the Bureau of Corporations, Elections and Commissions, serves as the
registry for all corporate filings in Maine.
We develop the appropriate forms required to form a business entity, file all
corporate documents as required by law
and provide information to the public on
a corporation's status, directors, officers
and business purpose.
This guide will assist you as you begin to
examine the options available to you and
your business. However, if 'cannot replace the specific knowledge and guidance that can be provided by a lawyer and
a tax advisor as you make your own personal business decisions. Therefore, we
encourage you to seek this assistance,
when necessary, as you move through
this process.
Our experienced staff is always available
to assist you with filing procedures. I
wish you continued success in your business ventures.
Sincerely,

a

4'---</

Dan A. Gwadosky
Secretary of State

What is a corporation?
A corporation is a legal entity established by
individual(s) under the laws of a state to conduct particular types of business or transactions. The corporation exists separately from
its shareholders, directors and employees. A
corporation is a 'person' in the eyes of the Ia?!.
A corporation functions in the same manner
as a person and has the same rights and responsibilities as a person. The corporation
may make contracts. assume liabilities, sue and
be sued. The corporation and its shareholders and directors have specific duties and obligations to each other.

What are the different types of
corporations?
A business corporation is formed for the
purpose qf transacting business in the broadest sense of the word, and these transactions
are conducted to return a profit.
A nonprofit corporation is formed for the
purpose of advancing a particular objective
of an organization which is not established to
make a profit. Generally, this includes charitable, benevolent and educational organizations. These en1i1ies are also called not-forprofit corporations.
Business and nonprofit corporations are either
domestic or foreign corporations. A domestic corporation has been incorporated under the laws of the State of Maine. A foreign
corporation has been incorporated under the
laws of another state or country and. by registering with the state, may be authorized to do
business within Maine.

What are the advantages and ..
disadvantages of incorporating·
The answer to this question va:-:-:=.o :::-:=;:endinc
on your business and what y-:::1 ·:::;:.: to ga;
from incorporating. Some issues :o ccnside 1
when deciding include pers.::-::;: ;:r:tectior.
from liability. tax liabilities. and t·..:.o:.:-.-:=ss continuity

Who can form corporations?
Business and nonprofit corpcra::::-.2 :-:-.ay be
formed by one or more indiviic:S.:.:o -:r by an·
other corporation.

How is a corporation formed?
\iVhen individuals decide that tl:e-j ·;;'..sf'. to form
a corporation. they must file art::::ss ci incorporation with the Office of tl:e Ss:rstary of
State. The articles of incorpora::c:-. sstablisl~
the individuals' intent to form tl:e c:f!:oration
and indicate who is forming the c:r;:oration.
Any changes or amendr::-:=:-.:s to a
corporation's articles ofincorpcr=.:::r: :-:-.ust be
filed with the Office of the Secre:s:_; c f State.

What is an annual report?
All corporations must file an an.'1c:S.: :s;:ort 'Hitr.
the Office of the Secretary of S:=.:s :C:: June Is:
of each year in order to retain the::- g: .::.d standing to do business within Mak.e. :-::e ar..nuiL
report is a standard form avail=.::::-:= ::-:m the
Bureau of Corporations, Electic:-..s =.:-.:! Commissions. and provides inforr::=.::::-. on tl':-2
corporation's current officers, re;:s:-s:-;:;:: agsn:.
and address.

What is a registered agent?
A registered agent (sometimes referred to as
the clerk of the corporation) is the individual
or company who serves as the corporation's
contact to receive service of process in legal
matters. A corporation must always have a registered agent on record and any change in the
registered agent of a corporation must be flied
with the Office of the Secretary of State within
30 days of the change.

What is an assumed name?
An assumed name is a name that a business
uses to identify itself that is different from its
true corporate name. (For example Very Good
Corporation, Inc. may also have an assumed
name ofVGC, Inc.) Any business entity recorded with the Secretary of State must fl.le for
authorization to use an assumed name unless
that name is always used in conjunction with
its corporate name. If the corporation's name
is changed in any way from its original flling,
this change must be filed with the Office of the
Secretary of State.

What does it mean when a
corporation dissolves?
If a corporation decides that it no longer wants
to remain in business it must file dissolution
papers with the Offtce of the Secretary of State.
When a corporation dissolves it can no longer
do business. It must wind up its affairs and
distribute its assets appropriately

For additional information contact:
Bureau of Corporations, Elections
and Commissions
101 State House Station
Augusta, ME 04333-0101
207-287-4195
http://www.state.me. us/sos/sos.htm

Other Common
Business Organizations
Sole Proprietorship - A business
owned and controlled exclusively by one person. This person is responsible for the business, including all liability and any profit or loss.

Partnership - An association of two or
more persons to carry on, as co-owners, a business for profit. These individuals are responsible for the business, including all liability and
any profit or loss. (This may also be referred
to as a general partnership.)
Limited Partnership- A type of partnership !llade up of one or more general partners who manage the business and who are
personally liable for partnership debts; and
one or more limited partners who contribute
capital and share in profits but who do not run
the business and are riot liable for the partnership obligations beyond contribution.

Limited Liability Partnership
(LLP) - A general partnership that has
elected to have limited personal liability for its
general partners by registering this election
with the Secretary of State.

Limited Liability Company
(LLC) -A cross between a corporation (with
an ability to limit personal liability) and a partnership (with an ability to assess profits and
losses to individuals), this type of organization
provides a flexible structure to achieve these
ends.
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Maine Marks
Guide

Dan A. Gwadosky
Secretary of State
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Dear Dusiness Person,

What is a mark?

Thank you for your interest in filing a
mark in the State of Maine.

A mark may be a series of words, symbols or
design (or a combination) that uniquely identifies a business, trade, or product. There are
several different types of marks depending on
what is being identified.

The Deparhnent of the Secretary of State,
through the Bureau of Corporations, Elections and Commissions serves as the
registry for all marks filed in Maine. We
develop the appropriate forms required
to file a mark, approve of all marks to ensure they comply with Maine law and
provide information to the public on
mark availability and current registrations.
This guide will assist you as you begin to
examine the options available to you and
your business. However, it cannot replace the specific kn9wledge and guidance that can be provided by a lawyer as
you make your own personal business decisions. Therefore, we encourage you to
seek this assistance, when necessary, as
you move through this process.
Our experienced staff is always available
to .assist you with filing procedures. I
wish you continued success in your business ventures.
Sincerely,

:::G~-:~

Secretary of State

What is the purpose of filing.
mark?
One of the main purposes cf ::.l:;':y d r<Hrk.
protect your trade name or kgc fmrn ll.3"
other businesses in Maine.

Who can file a mark?
What are the different types of
marks?
A trademark is a word, name, symbol, or
device or any combination of those adopted
and used by a person to identify the goods
made or sold by that person from goods made
or sold by others.
A service mark is a mark used in the sale or
advertising of services to identify the services
of one person from the services of others.
A collective mark is a trademark or service
mark used by the members of a cooperative,
an association or other collective group or organization and includes marks used to indicate membership in a tmion, an association or
other organization.
A certification mark is a mark used on or in
connection with the prod.u~s or services of
one or more people other than the owner of
the mark to certify regional or other origin,
material, mode of manufacture, quality. accuracy or other characteristics of such goods or
services, or that the work or labor on the goods
or services was performed by members of a
union or other organization.
A combination service/trademark is a
mark applied to goods and used in connection with services provided by the applicant.

Anyone operating a business :;-, :.t;unc3 can
a mark, including sole pro;:r:-=: :.rs <U1d ;:;
eral partnerships. To reg1st-=~ o: :n<1rk. tt ~
be in use as part of your bus:.:-.~ss at the t.
of filing. Marks carmot be res~!"";ed for fu;
use.

How can I register a mark?
An application must be ftled ·.•.-.:h the Offic.
the Secretary of State. Your a;: ;::lication will
examined to determine if ti·.e requested
sign, logo, and/or text is a•faJ:;ble. Your
quested mark may be approved if it is not
actly like or deceptively similar to anot
mark or name on me.

Once a mark is registered, is
good forever?
No. A mark registered with L':e Secretar1
State is valid for a period of :en years. ~
mark may be renewed at anj t.:-ne durmg
six months prior to expiration.

What are classifications?
General classifications of goces and servi
have been established by law :c· ;nake it ea~
to determine mark usage. 1.:-.ere are fo:
three general classifications c f ;-cods and :
vices that you must choose f:-:.:n when re•,
tering a mark to help categor::::e pur recp.:

Do I need to file my mark with
the Maine Secretary of State
and VY-ith the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office?
It depends on where you are doing business
w1th yow- mark. By filing yow- mark with the
Mame Secretary of State, you are protecting
yow- mark from use by others within the State
of Maine. If you are expanding yow- business
to other states, you may need to file your mark
m those states as well.
Marks may also be filed at the federal level
with the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
(PTO). Filing with the PTO is generally suggested when your business is involved in interstate commerce activities.
For additional information regarding
mark filings in Maine please contact:
Bureau of Corporations, Elections and
Commissions
101 State House Station
Augusta, ME 04333-0101
207-287-4195
http:/ /www.state.me.us/sos/sos.htm

For information on federal trademark
and patent requirements contact:
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office at
800-786-9199
www. uspto.gov
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Maine State Legislature

OFFICE OF POLICY AND LEGAL ANALYSIS
13 State House Station, Augusta, Ma!ne 04333-0013
Telephone: (207) 287-1670
Fa.x: (207) 287-1275

TASK FORCE TO STUDY THE EFFECT OF GOVERNMENT REGULATION ON SMALL
BUSINESSES
Summary from the September 28, 1999 Meeting
Task Force Members Present:
Sen. LaFountain, Sen. MacKinnon, Rep. Clough,
Mark Kierstad, Lori Howell, Charles Davis, Dora Dostie
Task Force Staff:
Natalie Hicks, Susan Johannesman
•

Convening of the Task Force: Senator LaFountain welcomed the Task Force members and convened the
first meeting.

•

Overview of the Task Force Duties: Task Force staff reviewed the Task Force's charge and its reporting
date of December 15, 1999. The charge of the Task Force, spelled out in the law creating the Task Force
( 1999 Resolves, Chapter 74), directs the Task Force to study the extent of regulation on small businesses and
develop an inventory of filing and permits required to start and continue operation of a small business. The
inventory must include, but is not limited to, filings required for taxation, licenses pertaining to health and
safety compliance, pollution prevention and filings required under state labor laws. The Task Force shall
determine whether the filings are necessary to meet legislative intent or federal regulations, and examine
areas in which there is duplication of federal and state filing requirements.

•

Presentation by David Clough (National Federation of Independent Businesses- NFIB)
-+NFIB survey concluded that members perceived that there was too much paperwork to process on both
the state and federal level. There should be more sharing of information between agencies, and more
information pertinent to small business owners that is easily linked from the Maine State homepage.
Members requested NFIB to provide survey comments to the Task Force.
-+Suggested requiring agencies to prepare guides geared to the small business community on how to
comply with that agency's laws and regulations.
-+Suggested a web page for small business owners that would provide a searchable catalogue of
necessary permits, rules and fees that \Vould be easily accessible.
-+Suggested a web page where small business owners could place comments, suggestions, and
complaints.
-+Suggested contacting New York State Office of Regulatory Reform to make a presentation to the Task
Force.

•

Discussion
-+Members requested staff to contact New York State Office of Regulatory Reform to attempt to
schedule a presentation for the next Task Force meeting.
-+Confidentiality betw·een state and federal agencies is an issue. Members questioned whether
individuals could opt to share information with specific agencies to make the process smoother on an
indiv.idualized basis.

David E. Boulter. Director
Offices Located in the State House, Rooms 101/107/135

Maine State Legislature
OFFICE OF POLICY AND LEGAL ANALYSIS
13 State House Station, Augusta, Maine 04333-0013
Telephone: (207) 287-1670
Fax: (207) 287-1275

*SBDC's (Small Business Development Centers) will soon be linked with the Department of Economic
and Community Development. Members questioned whether these centers could potentially be one of
the areas where small business issues/information could be linked .
.. Members questioned whether state and federal agencies (specifically Department of Revenue and the
IRS) could improve communication and computer compatibility to save small businesses filing time and
paperwork .
.. Members discussed new hire reporting requirements and that Maine has one of the shortest timeframes
within which to report new hires. David Clough offered to supply a timetable for new hire reporting in
variou11 states .
.. Members requested David Clough to poll the membership ofNFIB to identify a cross section of
perceived problems. Member Charles Davis offered to compile the same information from the SBDC's .
.. Members requested NFIB and Maine Chamber and Business Alliance to identify small business
owners that may be interested in addressing the Task Force at the next meeting .
..Members requested Task Force Staff to provide copies of study commission reports on small business
from 1991 (executive summary) and 1998.

•

Presentation by Jim McGregor (Maine Merchants Association-M.t'\1A)
... 90% of firms in Maine have 20 or fewer employees .
.. The legislature should prohibit new laws/regulations from being enacted unless there is prior
notification to the business entity that will be impacted .
.. Duplicate regulations should be addressed regarding forms for new employees for the Department of
Human Services and the Department of Labor.
•complaints of insensitivity by the Department of Revenue towards small business owners should be
addressed.

•

Discussion
..Members questioned \Vhether MMA members are surveyed.

•

Dora Dostie (Department of Economic and Community Development- DECD)
... 1992, Public Law Chapter 826- Directed the Commissioner of DECO to study the feasibility of
establishing a One-Stop Business Licensing Center.
..The One-Stop Business Licensing Center has developed a computerized questionnaire to administer tL)
potential small business owners to determine their needs. Only two agencies do not currently share
permit information with the One-Stop Center .
..There are 90 different types of businesses in the One-Stop database .
..The One-Stop Center receives 40-50 inquiries each day .
.. DECO is currently researching how to provide remote access within the SBDC's to make data
accessible to people when the DECO office is closed.
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*DECO is also looking at ways to be more visible on the internet. Currently they rely on their brochure
to let people know what services the department provides. The brochure is distributed to state agencies.
included with tax applications, the Chamber of Commerce, and to libraries.
*The One-Stop Center employs 2 staff people.

•

Discussion
*Members discussed whether DECO should be encouraged to put the One-Stop Center on the internet in
order tp, make the data more readily accessible.
*Members discussed how small business owners can find out what new laws will affect them.
Currently they rely on professional associations to inform them. Some state agencies are preparing
brochures on new laws affecting the agency's statutes.

•

Presentation by Chris Hall (Maine State Chamber of Commerce)
*Suggested that the Task Force focus on access to information and customer service. Also suggested
that the Task Force try to make improvements on one specific area at a time.
•secretary of State's Office is currently working on making information more accessible to small
businesses.

•

Discussion
*Members requested staff to contact Secretary of State's Office to schedule a presentation at the next
Task Force meeting.

•

Additional Information Requests for the Next Meeting
*Are other states notifying businesses of new laws that may affect them?
*Are there currently any proposed bills for next session looking into similar issues?

David E. Boulter, Director
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TASKFORCETOSTUDYTHEEFFECTOFGOVERNMENT
REGULATION ON SMALL BUSINESSES
Meeting Summary from the October 19, 1999 Meeting
Task Force Members Present:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sen. Lloyd LaFountain, Chair
Sen. Bruce MacKinnon
Rep. Doug Ahearne, Chair
Rep. Harold Clough
Mark Kierstad
Charles davis
Dora Dostie

Task Force Staff: Susan Johannesman, Natalie Hicks

Revie\Y of Summary from September 28th meeting:
Task Force members reviewed and
accepted the summary of the September 28th meeting prepared by staff.
InforME: Dan Gwadosky, Secretary of State provided an overview of the InforME system.
InforME is a public/private system of delivery of government services and information to citizens
and businesses via Internet technology. The system was created pursuant to Public Law 1997,
chapter 713. Dan Gwadosky noted that Maine is one of nine states that currently have Internet
gateways with Maine being the only state in the northeast. A common factor among the nine
states is that they are geographically large. The advantages of Internet gateways include
accelerated electronic access to public information, expanded information through the Internet,
financially self-supporting, voluntary participation by state agencies, and a single point of contact
for the public. Public/private Internet gateways are established in response to the following
factors: the public demands more responsive access, state databases are not electronically
accessible, the state lacks resources to invest in technology, disparity in web standards,
presentation and navigation. and cost- inequity between agencies and duplication. The private
partner provides cutting edge technology and marketing expertise.
Mr. Gwadosky also noted that InforME has been approved to take over the state's
homepage. The homepage will provide a key word search capability for all agency sites, a task
oriented search application for all agency sites that provides easy to understand instruction on
how to perform tasks, the ability to provide live video and audio via the website and the ability to
search and update agency databases online.
Mr. Gwadosky noted that the small business services that are currently online include:
150 downloadable corporate forms, APA rules, Guide to Incorporations, Maine Marks Guide,
and corporate name availability search. Services anticipated to be online by the year 2000

include interactive corporate records and UCC searches, interactive corporate certificates of good
standing, and batch and special request corporate records.
\Vhen asked what the administration is doing to encourage agencies to participate in the
InforME program, Mr. Gwadosky responded that the Governor is encouraging agencies to
prioritize the services that could be included online. Currently 10-12 agencies have attended
presentations by InforME.
Notification of New Laws: Task Force staff, after consulting with the National Conference of
State Legislatures and other resources, determined that there is currently no information available
·regarding how other states notify small businesses of new laws which may be relevant to them.
The T,ask Force identified as a possible recommendation the requirement that new laws
be put on-line through InforME.
Simplified Tax and ·wage Reporting System (STA \VRS):
Task Force staff presented
information on the Simplified Tax and \Vage Reporting System. ST AWRS is a joint effort
among the Department of Labor, Department of the Treasury, the IRS, Small Business
Administration, Social Security Administration and various states. It was established to reduce
the tax and \vage reporting burden of employers by improving the reporting process. The goals
of STA\VRS are: ( 1) to provide timely and accurate tax information to employers; (2) to
decrease the number of tax and wage related forms that employers must file; (3) to provide
employers more opportunities to file tax and wage related forms electronically; (4) to simplify
federal and state tax employment laws; (5) to provide employers the opportunity to file
employment-related returns to one location; (6) to increase voluntary compliance; and (7) to
support federal and state electronic tax strategies.
LD 1811, Resolve to Direct the State to Implement a Simplified Tax and Wage Reporting
System with the Federal Government, was reported out of committee Ought Not to Pass in the
1st session of the !19th Legislature. LD 1811 proposed to require the Bureau of Revenue
Services to implement the recommendations of the Task Force on State and Federal Tax Filing,
established pursuant to Resolve 1997, chapter 66, by developing a single point for filing and
paying state and federal employment taxes, sales and use taxes and unemployment contributions.
The State Bureau of Revenue Services is monitoring the ST A\VRS project and will report ~ack
to the Taxation Committee on that project next session.
Proposed Bills for ~ext Session:
Task Force staff informed the Task Force that DECD has
indicated that DECD has no plans to propose legislation regarding regulatory reform. Task Force
staff will continue to review titles of ne\v bills accepted by the Legislative Council to identify
bills that relate to regulatory reform.
NFIB Survey:
David Clough presented information regarding NFIB member survey
comments which primarily revolved around issues of excessive regulation. outdated rules, and an
abundance of paperwork for small business owners.

Securities Laws:
Task Force members discussed the apparent conflict between state and
federal corporation laws. Mark Kierstad noted that under Maine law, a company can sell stock to
only 20 investors. Under federal law, as long as the company is selling to unsophisticated
investors, the company can sell to an unlimited number of investors. He noted that state law
should reflect the new federal law or the federal law should be made known to small business
owners through DECO. A task force member suggested that a possible recommendation of the
Task Force may be to require the Securities Division at DPFR to review updating the State law to
reflect the federal law. Task Force staff will request a representative of the Securities Division to
address the Task Force at its next Task Force meeting.
Small Business Owner Issues:
Jim MacGregor, Peter Gore, and Charles Davis all
indicated that the majority of the complaints raised by their members are related either to health
insurance coyttrage or tobacco issues.
Representative Ahearne noted concerns identified in a letter from the owner of Bob's
Neighborhood Store. A copy of the letter was distributed to each Task Force member. The letter
identified concerns with the number of licenses needed to operate a small convenience store.
Dora Dostie provided Task Force members with information on the licenses needed by a
grocery/convenience store and by a restaurant. She will provide information on additional
businesses at the next Task Force meeting.
Agency Review of Rules:
Task Force members discussed the need for agencies to review
rules and compare them with fec~eral regulations that may override state rules. A Task Force
member suggested that a possible recommendation of the Task Force may be to recommend that
the Government Evaluation Act procedure be revised to require agencies to review and compare
their rules to federal regulations. Task Force staff were directed to review the goals and
objectives of the GEA to determine if this type of comparison with federal regulations is
required.
New Hire Reporting:
Task Force staff presented information to the Task Force on
new hire reporting requirements in other states. David Clough, NFIB noted that Maine is only 1
of 2 states that have a 7 day reporting requirement. Seven states have a reporting requirement of
between 10-16 days and 41 states have a 20 day reporting requirement. He also noted that
federallmv requires employers to report ne\v hire information within 20 days of the date of hire.
Employers that report electronically must file at least twice a month. The data required in new
hire reports varies. Federal law requires \V-4 data at a minimum. A little more than one-half the
states (27) require \V-4 data only. Maine is part of the remaining group (23) that requires
additional information. Penalty provisions in the Maine law are different from the federal
·requirements of $25 per violation. Maine law provides for a written warning for the first
violation and a penalty up to $200 per month for subsequent violations. Penalty provisions for
first offenses in Maine are equivalent to many states, but the penalties are more severe in Maine
for subsequent violations, based on July 15, 1997 information from the U.S. Office of Child
Support Enforcement. David Clough noted that the ne\V hire reporting law is an example of
vvhere the state adopted a law before the federal government adopted federal law. This resulted
in all parts of Maine's law not being in conformance with federal law. The Task Force requested

staff to ask a representative from DHS to address the new hire reporting requirements at the next
Task Force meeting.
Nen· York State Office of Regulatory Reform:
Task Force staff provided an overview of
materials provided by David Pietmsza of the Governor's Office of Regulatory Reform (GORR)
of New York. Materials included a summary of GORR' s success since 1995 in decreasing
overly-complex and unnecessary regulations, a 50 percent decline in the adoption of new
regulations, and the elimination of over 700 requirements. Reform in the area of permit
assistance is being credited by GORR as aiding in the creation/retention of almost 4,500 jobs,
and leading to new investments totaling around 800 million dollars. GORR's Permit Assistance
Unit provides assistance in identifying and obtaining business licenses and permits the State
requires for individuals to start their own business. The Permit Assj.~tance Unit has Permit
Coordinators,;,fvailable from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., an advanced telephone system with prerecorded
information, custom-made permit assistance kits (including checklists of requirements,
supplemental information and application forms with instmction booklets), and a master
application procedure (used to coordinate permits for complex business projects involving
multiple agencies).
Next l\1eeting:
The Task Force will meet again on \Vednesday, November 10 at 10:00
a.m. at Department of Economic and Community Development, 33 Stone Street.
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TASK FORCE TO STUDY THE EFFECT OF GOVERNMENT REGULATION ON SMALL
BUSINESSES
Summary from the November 10, 1999 Meeting
Task Force Members Present:
Sen. Lloyd LaFountain, Chair
Rep. Doug Ahearne, Chair
Rep. Harold Clough ~'
Charles Davis
Dora Dostie
Task Force .~t;aff:
d ' tJ.
Natalie Hich.~Susan Johannesmantiof)U
•

P1·esentation by Steve Hussey (Director of Support, Enforcement and Recovery Unit -DHS)
*New hire legislation passed in 1993, prior to federal legislation.
*This year, there have been 15,000 garnishment actions as a result ofthe new hire reporting law. New
hire reporting requirements have resulted in a 350% increase in confirmed employment. Extending the
reporting time frame to 20 days, would result in a loss of$65,000 per month, and a 3/4 million dollar
cost to the program .
.. 60% of every'penny collected is collected through wage attachment, and employers are the key link to
enforcement. Last year, a total of$85.6 million dollars was collected and 54 million dollars were wage
assignments/garnishments.
*Department of Human Services is under strict federal guidelines to have a 48 hour turnaround (checks
come in Monday and must go out Wednesday. 95% of every order is a weekly child support order.
*Employers can report new hires in several different ways: fax a W-4 form (24 hrs a day, 7 days a
week), call the 800 number, submit information on cd-rom disks, or e-mail. By January 2000, employers
will be able to do on-line new hire reporting on the DHS website.
*70% of what was collected (60 million dollars) went directly to families last year
*Maine has a large amount of cyclical/seasonal jobs, and by getting information within 7 days it is
easier to keep payments going directly to families.
*The first penalty for an employer who does not comply is written notification, then a warning notice.
followed by a $200 fine. DHS has never had to give a warning.
*Staff were requested to obtain information on whether the new hire reporting required by DOL can
instead be provided as part of the reporting to HHS.

•

Presentation by Bonnie Russell (Securities Registration Supervisor- Bureau of Banking)
.. Maine's Securities Laws are a response to scams. The premise behind securities law is that if the
issuer wants to issue securities, then it is necessary to register with both the state and federal
goyernment, or find an exemption.
*Federal law exemptions allow issuers to raise small amounts of money or have transactions done
privately with minimal filing.
.
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•Private Placement§ 42 of 1933 Act, Rule 506: You are allowed to sell securities to up to 45 nonaccredited investors (someone who has income under $200,000 for the past two years with the
expectation that will continue in the current year as well, and $1 million in net worth.) Rule allo\vs you
to sell to an unlimited number of accredited investors.
•under Federal law, non-accredited investors have to evaluate the merits of the offering, or have
someone else evaluate the merits (must be private and not advertised). State law has adopted this policy.
Under state law, if the offering complies with § 42 Rule 506 you have an exemption in Maine and have
to file with Maine and the federal government: Maine accepts a. federal form .
.. Maine exemption I 0502-2P: A corporation in Maine can make a private offering if it has no more than
I 0 total security holders. Maine exemption l 0502-2Q: If a private offering, results in the sale of
securities to no more than 25 security holders then a four page form must be filled out prior to the
offering being made and this information must be given to offerees. Both of these exemptions correlate
with the previously mentioned federal exemptions, and are limited to Maine corporations (extended to
Iimited liability corporations and limited partnerships or any other entity if sufficient information is
furnished to the Securities Director).
*Federal Rule 504 and 505 relate to small offerings up to $1 million and $5 million respectively. You
may make offerings up to $1 million with no filing necessary. This year this Rule was amended to allo\V
public offerings. Maine has a provision that allows for a simplified registration form prior to a company
making a public offering under federal law.
*Third exemption in Maine allows public offers only ifyou intend to sell to accredited investors and
this requires a t:vo page filing.
*Members requested where this information was available to small business owners, and Bonnie
Russell stated that the information is available in brochures and on their website.
*Outreach program handles inquiries and disseminates information to small business organizations and
small business outreach conferences.

•

Discussion of the Government Evaluation Act (GEA)
*Currently no requirement that agencies compare state to federal rules
*Members questioned how cumbersome it would be to include a comparison to federal regulations. and
Dora Dostie stated that for DECO it would not have a large impact, but it may for agencies with a lot of
regulations such as DEP. Brian Kavanah (Manager for Small Business Assistance and Pollution
Prevention Programs at DEP) agreed that it could be quite extensive, and would probably identify areas
where state regulations are more stringent than federal.
*Members requested that language be drafted by commission staff regarding including a comparison
between state and federal regulations during the GEA agency review .
.. Members suggested that agencies could do continual self-review to eliminate any unnecessary or
duplicative regulations.

•

Brian Kavanah (DEP)
*Provided a general summary and handouts of licenses different types of small businesses may need
from DEP. Small businesses become aware of whether or not they need to be licensed from information
provided by outreach programs, as well as through interaction with trade associations that update small
businesses on industry-specific new regulations. The DECO Business Answers Program and other
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service providers typically refer small businesses to DEP that may potentially need licenses in related
areas. They also advertise in the paper and in business supplements. Usually, if a small business owner
wants to be in compliance they are not penalized for first-time non-compliance, as long as they take steps
to ensure they obtain the necessary license.

•

Potential Recommendations
*Internal evaluation of each agency: How can the agency simplify its rules and regulations?
Recommend that the Governor send a directive to Commissioners and Department Heads to do an
internal evaluation of each agency to determine how they can be more simplified.
*Edcourage departments to solicit suggestions from the entities they regulate.
*Recommend that the One-Stop Center increase accessibility ofOne-S.top resources to small business
owners.
*Recommend that the GEA review include a comparison between state and federal regulations during
each agency review and also include a review of how each agency work with other agencies (both state
and local).

CC: Interested Parties
David E. Boulter. Director
Offices Located in the State House, Rooms 101 I l 07 I 135
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George E. Pataki
Governor

David S. Bradley
Acting Director of Regulatory Reform

The Governor's Office of Regulatory Reform
Wants to Know:

I

What's Driving You Nuts?

I

Your Chief Recommendation for
Regulatory, Mandate, or Permit Reform:
Indicate the agency or agencies involved and how the change would benefit your company or
organization. Feel free to use additional paper or to provide attachments. Please write legibly.

Name and T i t l e : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Company/Organization: __________________________
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City, State, Z I P : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Phone: {Office) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ {FAX)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Email:-----------------If you have additional recommendations or ideas, feel free to contact us:
GORR, A. E. Smith State Office Bldg., 17th Floor, Box 7027, Albany, NY 12225
Phone: 518-486-3292 • Fax: 518-473-9342 • Permit Assistance: 800-342-3464
Website: http://www.gorr.state.ny.us/gorr • Email Address: gorr@gorr.state.ny.us
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Title 5 l'vi.R.S. A. section 13063.
Business Assistance Referral and Facilitation Program
The director shall be responsible for the implementation of the Business
Assistance Referral and Facilitation Program.

1. Referral and central clearinghouse service. The director shall
maintain and update annually a list of the business assistance programs and services
and the names, locations and telephone numbers of the organizations providing
these programs and services that are available within the State. The director may
publish a guide consisting of the business assistance programs and ~ervices
available fro~ public or private sector organizations throughout the State. This
program shall be designed to:
A. Respond to written and oral requests for information about business
services and assistance programs available throughout the State;

B. Obtain and compile the most current and available information
pertaining to business assistance programs and services within the State;
C. Delineate the business assistance programs and services by type of
program or service and by agency; and
D. Maintain a list, to be updated annually, of marketing programs of state
agencies with a' description of each program.
2. Business facilitation service. The director shall implement a business
facilitation service which shall be designed to:
A. Resolve problems encountered by business persons with other state
agencies and with certified regional and local economic development
organizations;
B. Coordinate programs and services for business among agencies and all
levels of government;
C. Facilitate responsiveness of State Government to small business needs;

and
D. Report to the commissioner any breakdowns in the economic delivery
system, including problems encountered by businesses dealing with state
agencies.

3. Comprehensive permit information. The director shall develop and
maintain a program to provide comprehensive information on permits required for
business undertakings, projects and activities and to make that information
available to any person. This program must function as follows.
A. Not later than 90 days from April 6, 1992 each state agency required to
review, approve or grant permits for business undertakings, projects and
activities shall report to the office in a form prescribed by the office on each
type of review, approval and permit administered by that state agency.
Application forms, applicable agency rules and the estimated time period
necessary for permit application consideration based on experience and
statutory or regulatory requirements must accompany each ~tate agency
reporf;

B. Each state agency required to review, approve or grant permits for
business undertakings, projects and activities, subsequent to its report
pursuant to paragraph A, shall provide to the office, for information
purposes only, a report of any new permit or modification of any existing
permit together with applicable forms, rules and information required under
subsections 1 and 2 regarding the new or modified permit. To ensure that
the department's information is current, each agency shall report
immediately to the office when a new permit is adopted or any existing
permit is modified. "Permit," as used in this paragraph, refers to the
categorical authorization required for an activity. "Permit" does not mean a
permit issued to a particular individual or business.

C. The office shall prepare an information file on each state agency's permit
requirements upon receipt of that state agency's reports and shall develop
methods for that file's maintenance, revision, updating and ready access.
D. The office shall provide comprehensive permit information on the basis
of the information received under this subsection. The office may prepare
and distribute publications, guides and other materials explaining permit
requirements affecting business and including requirements involving
multiple permits or multiple state agencies that are based on the state agency
reports and the information file for the convenience of permit applicants.
4. Permit assistance. Within 90 days of April 6, 1992 the director shall set
up procedures to assist permit applicants who have encountered difficulties in
obtaining timely and efficient permit review. These procedures must include the
following.
A. Any applicant for permits required for a business undertaking, project
or activity must be allowed to confer with the office to obtain assistance in
the prompt and efficient processing and review of applications.

B. The office shall, as far as possible, give assistance and the director may
designate an officer or employee of the office to act as an expediter with the
purpose of:
( 1) Facilitating contacts for the applicant with state agencies
responsible for processing and reviewing permit applications;
(2) Arranging conferences to clarify the interest and requirements of
any state agency with respect to permit applications;
(3) Considering with state agencies the feasibility of consolidating
; . hearings and data required of the applicant;
(4) Assisting the applicant in the resolution of outstanding issues
identified by state agencies, including delays experienced in permit
review; and
(5) Coordinating federal, state and local permit review actions to the
extent practicable.

5. Retail business permitting program. By July 1, 1994, the director
shall establish and administer a central permitting program for all permits required
by retail businesses selling directly to the final consumer, except permits issued by
the Department of Environmental Protection, the Department of Marine Resources
and the Maine Land Use Regulation Commission. Agencies and permits referred to
in subsections 5 to 7 do not include these excepted agencies or permits issued by
them. The director shall:
A. Create a consolidated permit procedure that allows each business to
check on a cover sheet all state permits for which it is applying and to
receive all permit applications from a centralized office;
B. Total all permit fees due from a business, collect those fees on a
semiannual basis, with 112 of the total fees due by January 1st and 112 of the
total fees due by July 1st, and distribute the fees to the appropriate funds or
permitting entities;

C. Forward a copy of the appropriate permit application to any commission,
department, municipality or other agency that has responsibility for
permitting that retail business;
D. Develop a tracking system to track permits issued by state agencies.
This system must at a minimum include information on the applicant,

agency involvement, time elapsed or expended on the permit and action
taken;
E. Coordinate and supervise the permitting process to ensure that all
involved state agencies process the applications and complete any necessary
inspections in a timely fashion; and
F. Respond to inquiries from the business community and requests for
information from the individual permitting entities, including reports on the
status of an application.
A retail business is not required to participate in the retail business permitting
program.
I,

6. Municipal permitting agents. By January 1, 1995, the director shall
establish a municipal centralized permitting program.
A. Upon application by the municipal officers of a municipality and upon
evidence that the municipality meets all qualifications as determined by
departmental rulemaking, the director shall appoint the municipality as a
centralized permitting agent to provide all permits for retail businesses.
Upon evidence that a municipality qualified to provide permits meets the
qualifications for conducting the inspection associated with any of those
permits as determined by departmental rulemaking, the director shall
appoint that municipality as an agent to provide that inspection for retail
businesses with' less than 10,000 square feet of retail space. Retail
businesses shall pay the municipality an additional fee of $4 for each permit
included in the consolidated application up to a limit of $40. Municipalities
may retain .112 o{ all fees collected for permits requiring inspection. The
remaining 112 of those permit fees and all fees for permits not requiring
inspection must be remitted to the department, which shall remit the fees to
the issuing agency. A municipality with less than 4,000 population may
contract with an appointed municipality for centralized permitting and
inspection services. A retailer is not required to participate in the municipal
central permitting program.
B. The director shall make permitting and inspection training programs
available to a municipality seeking appointment or appointed as a central
permitting agent. The municipality shall pay a fee of $25 for each person
receiving permitting training and $100 for each person receiving inspection
training.
C. A business that seeks to determine why it has not received its permits
must be directed to the municipal office where the application was filed.

That office shall bring the matter to the attention of the department, which
shall contact the appropriate issuing agency.
D. A joint standing committee of the Legislature that recommends
legislation that involves a new permit for retail businesses shall indicate in
the legislation whether the permit is to be included in the municipal
centralized permitting program.
During a review under Title 3, chapter 35 of a permit issuing agency, the
joint standing committee having responsibility for the review shall
recommend whether any of the permits issued by that agency should be
included in the municipal centralized permitting program ...
i,

The director ·may extend by rulemaking, but may not curtail, the department's
centralized permitting program or the municipal centralized permitting program,
except that the programs may not be extended to include additional issuing
agencies.

7. Goal and evaluation. It is the goal of the programs established in subsections 5 and 6
for retail businesses to obtain permits more quickly at no additional cost to the taxpayers of the
State. The director shall devise and implement a program of data collection and analysis that
allows a determination as to whether these goals have been met. This program must include the
collection of benchmark data before the initiation of the programs and an enumeration of the
number of municipalities participating in the program. In analyzing costs, the director shall
amortize the costs of computers or computer programs necessary for the program. By January 1,
1994 and every 2 years·after that date, the director shall prepare and submit a report to the joint
standing committee of the Legislature having jurisdiction over economic development matters
based on this data and a recommendation as to why the retail business program and the municipal
centralized permitting program should not be expanded to other sizes or types of businesses, to
other issuing agencies and to smaller municipalities. The first report must contain an assessment
of the levels of willingness of municipalities to participate in the programs established by this
section.

APPENDIXR

Title 3 M.R.S.A. section 956, sub-section 2.
Program evaluation report
2. Program evaluation report; contents. Each report must include the
following information in a concise but complete manner:
A. Enabling or authorizing law or other relevant mandate, including any
federal mandates;

B. A description of each program administered by the agency or
independent agency, including the following for each progr~m:
( 1) Established priorities, including the goals and objectives in
meeting each priority;
(2) Performance criteria, timetables or other benchmarks used by
the agency to measure its progress in achieving the goals and
objectives; and
(3) An assessment by the agency indicating the extent to which it
has met the goals and objectives, using the performance criteria.
When an agency has not met its goals and objectives, the agency
shall identify the reasons for not meeting them and the corrective
measures the agency has taken to meet the goals and objectives;
C. Organizational structure, including a position count, a job classification
and an organizational flow chart indicating lines of responsibility;
D. Compliance with federal and state health and safety laws, including the
Americans with Disabilities Act, the federal Occupational Safety and Health
Act, affirmative action requirements and workers' compensation;
E. Financial summary, including sources of funding by program and the
amounts allocated or appropriated and expended over the past 10 years;
F. When applicable, the regulatory agenda and the summary of rules
adopted;
G. Identification of those areas where an agency has coordinated its efforts
with other agencies in achieving program objectives and other areas in
which an agency could establish cooperative arrangements;
H. Identification of the constituencies served by the agency or program,
noting any changes or projected changes;

I. A summary of efforts by an agency or program regarding the use of
alternative delivery systems, including privatization, in meeting its goals
and objectives;
J. Identification of emerging issues for the agency or program in the coming
years; and
K. Any other information specifically requested by the committee of jurisdiction.

APPENDIXS

Title: An Act to Amend the Program Evaluation Report Contents of the Government
Evaluation Act
Be it enacted by the People of the State of Maine as follows:
Sec. 1. 3 MRSA §956, sub-§2 is amended to read:
2. Program evaluation report; contents. Each report must include the following
information in a concise but complete manner:
A. Enabling or authorizing law or other relevant mandate, including any federal
mandates;
B. A description of each program administered by the agency or independent agency,
including the following for each program:
(1) Established priorities, including the goals and objectives in meeting each
priority;
(2) Performance criteria, timetables or other benchmarks used by the agency to
measure its progress in achieving the goals and objectives; and
(3) An assessment by the agency indicating the extent to which it has met the
goals and objectives, using the performance criteria. When an agency has not met
its goals and objectives, the agency shall identify the reasons for not meeting them
and the corrective measures the agency has taken to meet the goals and objectives;
C. Organizational structure, including a position count, a job classification and an
organizational flow chart indicating lines of responsibility;

D. Compliance with federal and state health and safety laws, including the Americans
with Disabilities Act, the federal Occupational Safety and Health Act, affirmative action
requirements and workers' compensation;
E. Financial summary, including sources of funding by program and the amounts
allocated or appropriated and expended over the past 10 years;
F. When applicable, the regulatory agenda and the summary of rules adopted;
G. Identification of those areas where an agency has coordinated its efforts with other
state and federal agencies in achieving program objectives and other areas in which an
agency could establish cooperative arrangements including, but not limited to,
cooperative arrangements to coordinate services and eliminate redundant requirements;

H. Identification of the constituencies served by the agency or program, noting any
changes or projected changes;

I. A summary of efforts by an agency or program regarding the use of alternative delivery
systems, including privatization, in meeting its goals and objectives;
J. Identification of emerging issues for the agency or program in the coming years; aatl
K. Any other information specifically requested by the committee of jurisdiction; and
L. A comparison of any related federal legislation and regulations to the state governing
statutes of the agency or program and the rules implemented by the agency or program.

SUMMARY
This bill implements a recommendation of the Task Force to Study the Effect of
Government Regulation on Small Businesses. It adds a requirement that each agency or program
under a Government Evaluation Act review:
1.
identify how the agency works with other state and federal agencies to coordinate
services and eliminate redundant and overlapping requirements; and
2.
compare federal legislation and regulations to state legislation and rules
implemented by the agency.

